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The CHl~ImiJtN. (:P.oiand): I declare open the one hundred and forty-seventh 

plenary meeting of the Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament. 

Before we proceed to our b-nsiness for today, the Committee will permit me to. i:nention 

two events of different dimensions and, perhaps, of a different calibre. One is the 
signing yesterday of a Memorandum of Understanding between the United States of ·J.merica 

and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics with regard to the establishment of a direct 
communication link. The two co-Chairmen, signatories of that agreement, have requested 

the Secretariat to circulate the document (ENDC/97) and it should now be in representatives' 
hands. I know I shall be expressing the view of all assembled here if I congratulate 
our two co-chairmen on signing this agreement, though I think the Comrndttee will share 
my view also when I say that we would have liked them to have signed yesterday a cuch 
more substantive and cuch more important agreement. 

In c annexion with the other event to which I referred, I wish to convey to our 

Soviet colleagues the sense of our deep satisfaction at, and to congratulate them on, 
the successful landing of the two astronauts, Valentina Tereshkova and Valery Bykovsky. 

Valentina Tereshkova, the first woman who has defied Newton's laws, has forty-eight 
times orbited the globe and looked down upon us so many times, thus acquiring the right, 

as it were, to look down on us for good. She has, I believe, proved that woman can be 
even superior to man -- not only equal to him. 

This great achievement of man 1 s genius, I believe, places us even more behind schedule 

than we have been so far. It shows how far man has advanced in the mastery of nature's 

secrets, while we have not been able to end man-made evil. That, indeed, should be an 
additiorsl stimulus for our work, as we should not lag behind technical and scientific 

progress for the dangers involved are becoming ever more serious. 
rre shall pass now to our business for today, and I call upon the first speaker, the 

representative of the United States. 

Mr. STELLE (United States of America): Mr. Chairman, I wish to associate my 

delegation with your congratulations to the Soviet delegation, the Soviet Government and 

the Soviet people on the safe landing of the Soviet astronauts. We here wished them 

happy landings while they were in .orbit; we are glad those landings were happy. 

I should like to read into the record today a statement issued yesterday by the 
President of the United States on the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding Regar'ding 

the Establishment of a Direct Communications Lirut (ENDC/97). The statement reads as 
follows: 
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(Hr. Stelle, United States) 

"Today, in Geneva, the representatives of the Governments of the 
United State~ and the USSR, at the Eig~teen Nation Disarmament Conference, 
·signed an agreement which will establish a direct comillunications link 
between their respective capitals. 

"This age of fast-noving events requires quick dependable 
communications for use in time of emergency. By their signatures today, 
therefore, both Governments have taken a first step to help reduce the 
riru~ of war occuring by accident or miscalculation. 

"This agreement on a comr;mnications link is a lill!ited but practical 
step forward in arms control and disarmament. ~/e hope agreement on other 
r.10re encompassing measures will follow. ~t{e shall bend every effort to go 
on from this first step." 

It seems to us that this agreement, which marks the first of what we earnestly hope 

will be many to follow, should be both a good omen to this Conference and an incentive to 

move on to further agreements. Let us put this agreement in its proper perspective. 

It shows clearly that it is possible to negotiate and reach understanding on oatters of 

mutual interest in the field of disarmament and arms control. It should be, we believe, 

an encouraging sign to all of us that both sides, in quiet, unostentatious negotiation~, 

were able to come to agreement on this issue. But our ability to reach agreement on 

this should not mislead a~ of us to thiru< that somehow the long difficult road ahead of 

us has suddenly becoue straight and smooth. There are many intricate, complex and 

important problems which will have to be solved before we are able to reach our goal of 

gene~al and complete disarmament. The agreement signed yesterday should help us to move 
on towards that goal with the feeling ~hat it is possible, given good faith and 

willingness, to reach agreements on all sides, to reach additional and -- as you said 
},ir. Chairman more important agreements in this Conference. 

As President Kennedy pointed out so cogently in his speech of 10 June, the agreement 

for a direct communications link is a step in the direction of achieving lasting peace 

by avoiding on each side the dangerous delays, misunderstandings and misreading of the 

other 1 s actions which might occur in time of crisis. 

At the sarae time, as the President pointed out, we must move on to our goal of 

assuring a "genuine p~:. .... ce", a peace. which he described as: 

"No"!:- a ?ax .L~ericana enforced on the world by J.merican weapons of war. 
Not the peace ·of ·the grave or the . security of the ~. l~vei', (ENoc/95, p.l) 

but, as he said: 
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(Mr. Stelle, United States) 

11 ••• the kind of peace that makes life on earth worth living --
and the kind that enables men and nations to grow and to hope and 
build a better life for their children -- not merely peace for 
Americans but peace for all men and women -- not merely peace in 
our time but peace in all time." (ibid., p.l) 
The President went on to point out a central fact of the world in which we live, and 

a fact which makes our work here urgent and important. This fact is the new face of war 
in the nuclear age. The President said: 

"Total war makes no sense in an age where great ?ow"ers can maintain large 
and relatively invulnerable nuclear forces and refuse to surrender without 
resort to those forces. It makes no sense in an age when a single 
nuclear weapon contains almost t on times the explosive force delivered by 
all the Allied air forces in the Second World War. It makes no sense 
in an age when the deadly poisons produced by a nuclear exchange would be 
carried by wind and water and soil and seed to the far corners of the 
globe and to generations yet unborn." (ibid.) 

Those are words which should have great meaning for all of us here who are deeply 
engaged in the problems of negotiating an agreement which can bring that peace of which 

the President spoke, and end the threat of nuclear war. Unhappily it is the tremendous 
threat of devastation which today keeps a shaky peace in the world, but it is our job both 
to end the threat and to ensure the peace. This task will require more than~ords. As 
our Soviet colleague has well said "it is only through deeds that we can change the 
world." Those deeds, Mr. Chairman, must come froL.l both sides. 

~~. TSARA]KIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from Russian): 
First of all, I should like to thank our CP~irman, the representative of the Polish 
People's Republic, and the representative of the United States, for the congratulations 
on the successful conclusion, after many days, of the space flight of the Soviet 

cosmonauts, Valentina Tereshkova and Valery Bykovsky, and their happy return to earth. 
I should also like to note the fact of the signing yesterday of the Memorandum 

(ENDC/97) on the establishment of a direct communications link between the Heads of the 

Governments of the Soviet Union and the United States. Although this agreement 

represents only a very modest step and is a measure, the significanceof which no one is 

inclined to exaggerate , nevertheless the very fact of the achievement of such an agreement 

shows that, given goodwill and the desire of both sides to achieve any aim, that aim can 
be quickly achieved. We hope that this agreement will serve as an example and a stimulus 
to efforts in regard to more important and serious measures relating to disarmament. 
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In view of the fact that the Eighteen-Nation Cummittee on Disaroament is today 

suspending its worl~ until the end of July, we should like to make a few general remarks 

on the questions under consideration by the Cor;u:nittee. We thinlt: that a sober analysis 

of the situation which has come about .in the Committee is necessary in order that we 

nay hope that the situation will change after t h e recess and that vre shall b e gin to ma.Y~ 

progress. 

i\lhile regarding general and c or.:>:plete disarmament as the :principal means of ensuring 

lasting peace, at the sarae ti::Je the Soviet Government has always attached, and continues 

to attach, great iwportance to s e asures aimed at the lessening of international tension, 

the consolidation of confidence ar.1ong State s and facilitating the imple mentation of 

general and complete disaroament. 

The Soviet Union has submitted to the Coomittee an ioportant proposal, easy . to 

iLlplement, for the conclusion of a non-aggression pact between the NATO countries and the 

Warsaw Treaty countries (ENDC/77) and a draft declaration on renunciation of the use of 

foreign territories for stationing strategical LJ.eans of delivery of nuclear weapons 

(ENDC/75). .At the same time the Boviet Union warmly supported the proposals subLritted 

to the Corami ttee by other countries for the creation of denuclearized zorie s in various 

parts of the world and; on its part, addresse d to the Governments of t he Mediterranean 

countries and to the Governments of t t"e United State s and the United Kingdom a prop osal 

to declare the area of the Mediterranean Sea a denuclearized zone (ENDC/91). 

The achievement of agreement on the implementation of proposals r e lating to so-called 

collateral measures would undoubtedly play a great p ositive role in improving the existing 

international situation and creating an atmospher e of conf i dence in the mutual relations 

betwee n States. Let us take , for exaople , the conclusion of a non-aggre ssi on pact between 

tl:e NATC countries and the Yarsaw Treaty countries. The Soviet Union 1 s proposal for the 

conclusion of such a pact has become wide ly k nown and has r e ceived a f avourable resp onse 

and support ·i n many c ountr i e s. Can t here by a ny doubt that the conclusion of t he 

non-aggre s sion pact pr opose d by t he S oviet Uni on would have a great posit ive i nf luenc e not 

only on the ll1Utual relations between t l:.P. NJ~TC countrie s and the '({arsaw Treaty countries, 

but also on the dev e lopme nt of t he internat i onal situation as a wh ole? lle have already 

quote d a number of state r:1ents in favour of the conclusi on of sucl: ·a pact., which have been 

made wi thin the Comruitt e e a nd outside it. Th e se statements sh ow t hat peop l e real i ze t he 

great import ance of a n on-aggre s si on pact f or t he cons olidati on. of peac e a nd that tha 

proposal for the conclusion of such a pact i s be i ng arde ntly supported. 
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We have already had the opportunity in the Committee to explain in detail and to 

justify our proposal for a pact, and at the same tirae to show the complete groundlessness 
of the arguments put forward by the \'/estern Powers against the conclusion of a 

non-aggression pact. Consideration of this Soviet proposal in the Cocmittee has very 

clearly revealed that the Western ?owers have no serious grounds upon which to justify 
their refusal to accept the Soviet proposal for a pact. 

The Soviet Union has also submitted to the ColllD.ittee a draft declaration on 

renunciation of th.e use of foreign territories for stationing strategical means of 
delivery of nuclear weapons. Here again the f'lestern Powers were unable to put forward 
any serious arguments against the adoption of this Soviet proposal and liraited themselves 
to rejecting it out of hand. Nevertheless, we can say with complete certainty that if 

States assumed an obligation not to . station strategic means of delivery of nuclear weapons 
on foreign territories and strictly complied with that obligation, the world would be 
much nore peaceful and the threat of a conflict between the nuclear Powers would be 
perceptibly reduced. The withdrawal of the most powerful weapons from the foreign 
territories where they are now located would allay many of the suspicions which the other 
side cannot help feeling at the present time in regard to the intentions of the United 

States and its allies. 
The proposals for the creation of denuclea.rized zones in various parts of the world 

have received a. positive response and the widest support of most of the countries of the 
world. In the circumstances when nuclear weapons are threatening to spread all over the 
globe, this question acquires particular significance and urgency. Denuclearized zones, 
crea.t~q in various parts of the world, especially in the areas where international tension 

is greatest, such as in Central Europe and the Mediterranean, would substantially reduce 
the sphere of preparations for .a nuclear war, would raise barriers against the spread of 
nuclear weapons and would considerably reduce the likelihood of an outbre~ of a 
thermonuclear conflict. The creation of such zones, encompassing specific areas and 

whole continents, would save the peoples of these zones from the threat of nuclear 
extermination and would make an invaluable contribution towards improving the . 
international situation and towards the cause of general and complete disarmament •. 

~k can say with com~lete justification that the idea of creating d~nuclearized zones 
has passed the test of .time and has fully proved its vital capacity and necessity. This 
is shown by the proposals for the creation of zones free from nuclear weapons in various 
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parts of the world and by the support these proposals hnve received in cany countries 

of the world. In Europe and in PJrica, in Asia and in Latin J~erica, everywhere t h e 

people are decisively opposed to the territories of those countries becoming the field 

of a nuclear missile war and are insistently demanding the adoption of measures against 

the nuclear danger. 

Ls we see from the discussion in the Committee of the question of creating 

denuclearized zones, the iTe stern ?ovrers are seeking every opportunity to sabotage the 

proposals on this question. In regard tc the proposals for denuclearized zones, as well 

as in regard to other prop osals aimed at lessening international tension and creating 

confidence, the Western ?ewers are taking a position which siru.ply amounts to unwillingness 

to contribute to the solution of the problems set before the Cocoittee by the peoples and 

governr.1ents of the majority of the countries of the world, which are extreUlely perturbed 

by the very dangerous development of events in recent tir;;es. 

The existing policy in the United States and the United Kingdom ai1:1ed at building 

up arlilaUlents, expanding nuclear striking forces and equipping the Federal Republic of 

Germany and other Ni:..TC partners with nuclear weapons is not compatible with the ::;>olicy of 

disarcament, with the ta&~ of lessening international tension, creating international 

confidence and ensuring the conditions for achieving a greement on disarnament que stions. 

?reparations for war and neasures for the improvement of the international situation are 

mutually incoUlpatible. It is precisely for these reasons that there has been no .progress 

in the work of the Coz;u;ritte e , either on t he di::;l.rUlawent questions or on measures for 

lessening international tension. 

~{e are compe lled to note t hat t here is an obvious deadlocl' i n the negotiations, both 

in regard to general and complete disaruaoent and in regard to other que stions under 

consideration by the Comoitte e . If the ~'!e stern Powers maintain their present position 

on the wain questions of international p olicy, en que stions relating to war and peace, 

then the pr ospe cts for t he future work of the Corlll!littee and for further n egotiations on 

disarmament and on measures to ioprove the international situation appear to us to be 

v ery gloomy. 

~~lhen referring at one of our recent UJeeting s to t he absence of "any appreciable 

r esults" (EIIDC/PV.l44 , p.36) in t h e discussion by the Com;;1ittee of me asures ained at 

lessening int e rnational t elisicn and eliminating or reducing t h e threat of a nuc l ear missile 

war, the representative of Italy, Lir. Cavalletti, tried to ascribe this to the fact that 
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the Committee had "no precise agenda" (ibid.). At the same tine he e.dnitted that in the 

course of our discussions on these collateral measures "· •• proposals were 'put forward 

c~mcerning a large nuobo3r cf problems; and replies were given on both sides to objections 

and to questions" (ibid.). But that is ju.;t how it should be in a discussion under any 

procedure. So fron the standpoint of procedure the Cooruittee's work went on normally, 

since there was full discussion of all the questions under consideration. The fact that 

the Comoittee's work, as Nr. Cavalletti :put it at our T.leeting of 14 June "has not ••• 

advanced on a concrete and fruitful basis" (ibid.) is certainly not because of the agenda 

or the procedure fer tb.e discussion of items. The wtcle point is that the \?estern 

delegations had no desire to reach agreenent either on measures ai~ed at eli@inating, or 

at least reducing, tte tr~eat of a nuclear missile war or on measures aimed at lessening 

international tension. Mr. Cavalletti, you are looking in the wrong place for the reason 

why the discussions carried on by "the Co;"Jlllittee have led to no results. 

The reasons for the unsatisfactory work of the Committee lie, of course, not in the 

agenda or in the procedure for the discussion of iteos. The reason why our work bas 

produced no results is that tl1e \\Testern Powers continue to adhere to the policy "from a 

position of strength" and are continuing their preparations for a nuclear missile war. 

That is the only possible way to explain such facts in the behaviour of the 1{estern ?ewers 

as their refusal to accept the Soviet Union's proposal fer the conclusion of a 

non-aggression pact between the NLTC countries and the Warsaw Treaty countries, their 

refusal to acce :;,;t the Soviet declaration en the r enunciatio~1. by States of the stationing 

of strategical weans of delivery of nuclear weapons on foreign territories, and their 

. refusal to accept the various l_)roposals for the creation of denuclearized zones in various 

parts of the world and so on and so forth. 

That is where you 1'rill :find the real reasons for the lack of results in our worlc, 
Mr. Cavalletti. If you wish to know, the very procedure for the discussion of items, 

which turns out t o be not to your liki ng, r.u-. Cav"l-lletti, is the direct result and 

consequence of the unwillingne :o~ of the Western Powers to agree on these oeasure s. 

J.t our r.aeeting, of 14 June, the rep resentative of Italy, Iir. Cavalletti, spoke about 

the necessity of "avoiding fatal rJista.ke s" (j.bid., p.37), by which he had in mind, of 

course, a nuclear oissile wer. Thus, vrar is a "fatal mistake", :11;r. Cavalletti tells us, 

which must be avoided; but the measures he prop oses cannot to any e xtent bar the path to 

war. 
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It is imp ossible to elininate the threat of war by purely tech nical oeasures; n o 

technical experts can invent a p anacea which would save hurJanity fror.J the dangers of a 

nuclear missile war which are lying in vrait fer it ber ... ind every c orner, be:.:ind ever y nook 

of world politics. The se dangers are t h e consequenc e and dir e ct re sult of the p olicy 
11 fror.1 a p osition of strengt h" . These w~r dangers a~e indissolubly and inevit~bly 

connected with .. t he arma;-:J.e nts race and the military .:_;re~)arations of t he ;·restern P owers. 

Consequently, "fat~l mistake s" will be e li::Jinated only when t he c ause s creating a 

situation fraught with grave p ossibilities of i::li litary conflicts nnd a nuclear war are 

e1ir,1inated. The se cn.usc s nre well-known -- t b e W"e stern. ? ewers' p olicy "from a position 

of stre ngt h ", nilitary :prep nrnti ons nnd t he aroanonts race e. s t he Daterial l_)r e r equisite s 

of such a p olicy. 

We know in advance what t :S.e reaction of the United State s representative, Mr. Ste lle , 

will be to the se bitter but true words. ?erha?s l~.e will repen.t t he appeal t o the ne ed 

"to avoid ~nne c e ssary irritant s a nd pure l y t hooretice.l hostility" (ibid., p.41), but what 

we do not tire of speaking about he ro is not a uanife station of t l:..e oretical h ostility but 

a sober analysis of t he r easons for t he unsatisfac tory state of affnir s in the Comrai_ttee, 

of the r e asons for lacl-;. of pr ogress in t lo.e n egotiati ons on di sarrJame nt. 

At the l ast meeting devot e d to c ollater al measures, t he United States r epr e sentative , 

Mr. Stelle, agnin em::_JLasized (ibid._, J..>o42) t hat no one had any doubt about tl-:e intention 

of the i'Te stern ? owers, as r egar ds t l-:;.eir nttit ude towards t he prob l e;:1 c. f disarmament, t o 

leave everything as it is and to c ontinue the aroat:1ents race. That could be se en very 

clearly in hi s r ewark t hat we r,mst take t he world as it is without trying t o change it. 

He again stated that the :_)r op osals contained in t he draft declaration (ENDC/75) subr.1i tted 

by the S ovie t Union are one -sided a nd t~1at they would cll.~mge t!1e existing military 

situation and a:re t heref or e una cce J?tab l e . :-te have analyzed this ;- osi tion of the Western 

Powe rs with e xhaustive thor ou gl: ne s s and we t:ave shown t hat it ::.s unfounded . 

point e d out t hat t he rJ.easu~e s pr Oi_J ose d i n tl~e Soviet draft declnrat i on are not one-si ded 

and cannot be r egarded as lack ing e lenents of r e ciprocity. 

If we we r e t o ado:;~t the stand}.J oint of t he -!testern Powers, which ob j ect to any 

measures aimed at r eal disarmament under t he ~retext that t l::ey would change t he military 

situation and would l e ad t o n. breal~-u~ of the exist i ng structure of t he armed f orces of the 

Nt ... T( bloc, which t hey c-onsider i t ne c e ssary t o maintain until the very l ast stage of 

disarr.muent, t hen n o rooo at all is l eft for disar oar.1ent. 
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How can one speah: of real disarcament if the \?estern Powers pro::_:Jose (ENDC/3C) to 
disaro in such a way that during the whole of the first stage inflated armed forces, 
including land aroies, navies and aiT forces, would be retained, as would 7C peT cent of 

all armaments, including missiles; all the accuoulated nuclear weapons would be left 

intact and their stocltpiles would continue to grow; and all oilitary bases on foreign 
territories, those sources of LJilitery conflicts end provocations, those springboards for 

aggression, for nuclear attaclc, would be retained? ~·men we point out to the 

representatives of the ;;.restern ?ewers that this is not disaroament and that their plan 

leaves everything as it is, they reply that we oust not overburden the first stage with 
disarmacent measures, that everyth ing must be done gradually and without haste and that 

we must start with the simplest, easily feasible measures which do not change anything 
froo the standpoint of putting an end to the arnaments race and eliminating the threat 
of a nuclear cissile war. 

We are told that the measures contained in the Soviet draft declaration are one-sided. 
But that assertion does not correspond to reality. The only people who can tall~ like 
that are those who are not t h inking of disaroaoont but of continuing the armaments race, 

those who are not thinking of equal conditions of security for the countries, but of 
securing a military advantage for one of the sides -- not to cention the fact that the 
obligation to renounce the use of foreign territories for stationing strategical means of 

delivery of nuclear weap ons appli es equally to b oth sides and is n ot one-sided. 

\'le are told that these measures do not include reciprocity or "adequate c orapensation11 • 

\'le have shown that also this argument of t he \\Testern Powers is coopletely unfounded. (le 

have drawn attention to the fact that the eli mination cf military bases on foreign 
territories would give the countries where such bases have been e liminated a guarantee of 
safety fron nuclear annihilation. 

The agreement of the rrestern Powers t c acce:;;>t the declaration proposed by the Soviet 
Union and t o assuwe an obligati on to renounce the use of foreign t erritories for 
stationing strategical oeans of delivery of nuclear weap ons would be a step in accordance 

with the ideas and views expressed by l're sident Kennedy in his speech of lC June (ENDC/95) 
this year at the .American University in ilashington. 
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~;ihat can we say about the positio:.t of the Vtestern ?ow·ers, .vn ich refuse to agree to 

the conclusion of a non-aggression :pact betvreen the NATC.. and the -ifarsaw Treaty countries? 

7fould it be possible to convince r..ny one that tbe arguments with whict_ the \{estern .?ewers 

cover up their refusal t o conclude such a treaty are Teasonable? It is precisely at the 

:;_Jresent tiwe when tl:ere are <:. nm:10e r of acute unsettled political _probleus which could be 

used by aggressive f orces for the pur:pcse cf starting arL!ed conflicts, that the conclusion 

of a non-aggressi on pact i s reas onable; it would be in the interests of the European 

nations and of all nanl.c.ind, since it would bind t he hands of th ose who are nurturing 

aggressive plans in the centre cf Europe. 

See how rrroat is the i~:.:;_;ortance which the representatives of the We stern Powers 

ascribe to the agreer,Jent (ENDC/97) signed yesterday for tl:e este.blishnent of a direct 

comnunications link between the Eeads of the Goverru.'1ents of the Soviet Union and the 

United States. They welcoae this agreenent, believing that the establishi:1ent of such a 

lirJ~ will help to avoid 11fatal nistEW:.es 11 (ENDC/?V.l44, p .37) and eliminate the 11dange r of 

war 11 
• ( i12.!£l• ) But if this is really the ain of tl>.e Western Powers, if they really wist. 

to avert a war , then why do they o_;_Jp ose the c onclusion of a n on-aggression pact? J.fter 

alJ, - ~n these days, when t r.e :ce is no disarr.1a;;1ent, when the arL1S race is continuing and 

when ther e are influential aggressive forces capable of unleashing 11. war, the conclusion 

of a non-aggression pact would be the best and nost effective way to achieve this a iru, 

na1;1ely, the e liBinction of the danger of war. 

~i<= see a strange, :;;)aradoxical situation: wl:.en t!:e ne ed for a non-aggression l_)act is 

quite obvious, whe n a non-aggression :::;act could be a substantial barr ier in the path to 

war, the ;:re stern Powe:c s avoid a pact. The :restern ? owers sl~ould agree i::nnediately t o the 

conclusion of such a :::;act. That would. be a greet ste_;:J on t~eir IJart 7 a deed in support 

of the ideas and views ex:;Jressed by President Kennedy in l:i s sp eech of lC June 1963 at the 

1':Per ican Uni ver si ty in ~la sJ.:ingt on. 

Eqm.dly unfounded are the ob jections of the "tTestern ?c11ve~s to the proposals for the 

creation of clenuclearized zones in vari ous :JE!.rts of the w·c:::-ld.. J .. greeme nt by the Western 

?ewers to the creation of a denuclearized zone i n c entr al 2UroiJe , (ENDC/C.l / 1) in the a r ea 

of tl:e Mediterranean Sea, (EI,IDC/91) in JJ..frica (ENDC/93/rt.ev .l) and in other parts of the 

world. would a lso be in keeping with the id.eas and vie ws expressed by ?resident Kennedy 

on lC June this year in h is speec l-:: at the J'.Derican University of ~'!ashington. 
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As we noted at the meeting last Friday, (EliDC/?V.l44) President Kennedy, in his 

statement of lC June, expressed concern at the continuation of the "cold war". In this 

connexion he called for a re-exaoination of United States 2olicy in regard to the Soviet 

Union. This appeal oet with a very positive 1·es:ponse in our country. The Chairt:~an of 

the Council of Ministers of the Soviet Union, Mr. Khrushchev, said: 
11 1le are deeply convinced that the appeal of the President of the 

United States fo~ the i~provement of relations between States and for 
the elimination of the "cold war" 1 for the inproveoent of relations 
betvreen the peoples of the Soviet Union and the United States will be 
supported by an absolute wajority of the J~~ricen people; the peoples 
of the Soviet Union havE:: always stood and stand on these positions." 
(Pravda, 15 June 1963) 
In assessing in a positive way President Kennedy 1 s a:;_:>peal to put an end to the policy 

of the "cold war" and to ensure true peace and security throughout the world, the Soviet 

Union is waiting for the ?resident 1 s words to be translated into deeds. This would. make 

it possible to eliminate nany difficulties in acco~plishing the tasks ·entrusted to the 

Committee. If there is to be serious progress in the cause of disarmacent, radical 

changes in policy will be necessary. Vle should like to see in President Kennedy 1 s 

speech of lC June a step in that direction. 

The Coimnittee is suspending its work until the end. of July. VIe hope that our 

rfestern colleagues will use tl:e recess in order to think over the situation which has 

come about in the Committee, to analyse the discussions which have taken place and to 

reconsider their positions in regard to the ]_)roposals suboitted by the Socialist countries 

on the questions before the Comoittee in the light of President Xennedy 1 s statement. We 

hope that his appeal C:l behalf of peace and disarmament will be followed by practical deeds 

which will enable us to break the deadlock in the r~egotiations both in regard to general 

and cooplete disarmaoent and. in regard to measures aioed at the lessening of international 

tension arid the crea.tion of confidence between States. The Soviet Union, for its part, 

will continue to cake every effort within its power to facilitate the fulfilcent of the 

task entrusted to the Eighteen-Nation Conoittee on Disarmament. 

In conclusion, I should like to take this opportunity to express the wish that the 

oembers of this CoomQttee will use the forthcooing recess not so much for rest as for a 

fruitful preparation for the forthcooing round of negotiations. We hope that a rest and, 

above all, reflection on the questions on which we are working, with due regard to 

President Kennedy's stateoent of lL June, will create favourable possibilities for 

achieving progress in accooplishing the very ioportant tasks set before the Committee. 
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I sl:ould like to express our gratitude to the United States representative, 

Mr. Stelle, for the efforts h e has cade as co-Chair;:nan t o hel:f bring about businesslike 

conditions anC!. a favourable: etrJos;:;he:::- e for tl1e wor l: of tl::e cc-c:r~airr::;en, anC!. for the work 

of the COJ.!1Di ttee as a whcle. 

I should also lii<:.e to ex;:;ress our gTatitude tc t~-:e re:~resentetive of the 

Secretary-General of the United Hations, i~·.::;.·. Ep ste in, and t o t b.e entire staff of the 

United Nations Secreteriat serving the Ccr:rr.::.itte e . Tho l;re sence l:.ere of the 

representative of tl: e Secretary-General of the United lhti ens reoinds us of the :profound 

interest in disarr.1auent ;·rh icrL is constantly being sh own by tl~e Ur.ited Nations and its 

Secretary-General. i'fe s h ould also l u :e ·G o t b.ank tl:.e interpreters and translators wt.o 

have displayed great effort, energy and ;mow l e dge, in their l:ighly responsible task of 

facilitating, if not ;;mtuel understanding, at least r.mtual cco:)re:::Oensi on, and wish the1:1 a 

vrell deserved rest. 

J3aron vcn ?LATEH (Sweden): First I sicould like tc c ongratulate the Soviet Union 

on its fine success in the cos;:::os. Ey delegation woulcl like also to congratulate the 

United States and the Soviet Union on negotiating, agreeing fairly quickly on and signing 

ye ster::l.ay the agreement on t :.:e c or.liJUnications linl: (ENDC/97). 1/y feelings tmy be sun1L16d 

up in the French saying: L 1a ')petit vient en mangeant. 

agree1nent t'.nd success on u.or e and ~reader issues. 

ile are all hungry for oore 

As r..Jeuber s of t h is C or.~-:-,i ttet: will re!:}e;:;!Jer, at our meeting of lv June I requested tl:e 

Secretariat (ENDC/?V.lL'r2, ::.: .35) to collate end sUE1YJarize t h e various l)ro:posals which had 

been put forward during our ter:::.1 aft.e:- Christl!'.as by tl~.a non-aligned delegations in their 

constant effcrts t o aid and facilitat e true negotiations and useful com;:;romises, necessary 

for final agreeoent en a nuclear test ban tre<.'.ty. The Secretariat has al:::-eady :presented 

us witl:. a syno::_:J sis of tl.-ccse suggestions (3HDC/96) . I should like to tl:anL-. the Special 

Representative of t l::: e Secr e tary-General of the United Nations, r,::·. E2stein, and the 

Secretariat, for the very s~lendid work tl:.ey h.ave d one in t Lis context. The disposition 

of t!:e subject. natter anG. tl1e choice of quotations see::1 t c u e to be G.one vritl1 great s1\.ill. 

It is now our fervent hope that tl~. i s docuruent will be studied carefully by t~1e 

delegations re1)re senting t h e nuclea:r ? ewers at t h is Conference. Equally we }:.ope that this 

docu~nt vrill be l-~: e .pt in 1:~ind and readily at hand during t J.-. e forthcoming high-level 

tri:Jartite discussions in i::osc aw. 
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Turning our eyes to the future, those Moscow negotiations, for very obvious reasons, 
are the centre of t>ur attention and our hopes. We hope that the nuclear Powers now, 
at long last, will succeed in reaching a test ban treaty. Indeed, we oore than hope, 
we expect that they will succeed. If at any tioe agreeoent seems doubtful and difficult, 
they will know and remember that a great oany proposals and practical suggestions are 
el!lbodied in the synopsis w·hich is circulated today as a conference paper. Here, as we 
have said before, are sooe elecents which could serve as a fairly cocprehensive basis 
for discussions ained at reaching a fair and reasonable nuclear test ban treaty. 

I should like to add a few words about the future work of this Committee. I thirut 
we shall allagree that the debate here for the past few months has often been somewhat 
sterile. We have not been spared repetitions and propaganda-like statements on subjects 
rather alien to the task entrusted to us. I venture to express the hope that the 
co-chairmen, during the recess, will devote attention to the practical arrangenents for 
our work. I am fully aware that political problems cooplicate our task. However, by 
iopr oved organization our work in this Conference might- well be facilitated. The 
organizational reforms eight bear upon subjects like pre-determined annual plans for work 
and r ecess, more frequent informal meetings, meetings occasionally perhaps on a higher 
level, and technical studies of pertinent problems. 

I would avail m,yself of t his occasion to say that I, like the spokesman for t he 
Soviet Union, wish all my colleagues and the Secretariat a good h oliday and also 
opportunities for good and useful work. I should like to thank in particular the 
Secretariat for their kind attention and the splendid work they have done -- the 
Secretariat including, of course, our magnificent interpreters. 

Finally, I again wis:!< the nuclear test talks in :Moscow speedy and full success. 

Mr. H,A§S/.J'f (United Arab Republic): It gives me p leasure to associate myself 
and ~ delegation with the other delegations which have preceded me in welcoming the 
signature yesterday by the leaders of t he Soviet and United States delegations to this 
Ccmndttee of an agreecent (ENDC/97) to establish a direct communications liru~ between the 
capitals of the ir two co~ntries. 

Coming as it does before the forthcoming meeting in Moscow of the high-ranking special 

representatives of the lea<!.ers of .the .three nuclear ?owers, the signature of this initial 
accord IJa.Y be indicative of the readiness of t hose leaders to take the necessary p oliti cal 
decisions whi ch they fee l may be necessary to brew~ the deadlock which confr onts t his 
Conference. we hope that this spirit of realism and accord will prevail at the Mosc ow 
meeti ngs a s well. 
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The joint memorandum presented by the delegations of Ethiopia, Nigeria and the 

United .Arab 2.e:;:>ublic on lC June 1963 attached s;>ecial importance to the various 

suggestions of the non-aligned members of this Comoittee concerning a test-ban treaty. 

?aragra~h 4 of the memoranduo says: 

"Various non-aligned delegations to our Coi:lWittee during the last three 
n onths produced ruany valuable ideas and thoughts which are vrell knovm 
t c the nuclear l.~owers, and which aimed at breaking the deadlock in the 
Geneva test-ban negotiations about the nuober of inspections as well as 
about t l:e oethod of discussing the quote figures in relation to the study 
of the raodalities of inSl)ections." (ENDC/9L'" jJ.2) 

T~:.e t:.:.ree Lfrican delegations went on to a ppeal to the nuclear ?ovrers to give attenticn 

to those non-aligned ideas and thoughts. 

Lt the request of the re:;_Jresentctive of Sweden the Secretariat has now presented. us 

witl: a valuable suor:J.ary (ENDC/96) of those sarJ.e ideas and thoughts referred t o in our 

ri.leworanduL1. T'Ie think that there is a possible advantage in collating all these rece12t 

ideas and suggestions in precise and sm:JLli1rized foro in order to uake thm:~ raore e asily 

cccessi~le to the negotiating parties. It rJay not be witl:.out value t o focus attention 

as t hi s sumoary does -- on those non-aligned constructive suggestions which, in tte lest 

analysis, nay prove to offer t e e basis for c g ood and lasting solution to the t e st-ban 

question. The sumrJary contains suggestions r.1ade during the whole :period fr o1u. last 

February to those r:mde r.wst recently in t he joint meoorandu;-;1 of 10 June, and t he y 

constitute in our opinion the crystallization of tioely and constructive viewpoints 

reflecting the thinking of world public opi_nion about the latest phase of the t e st-b<1n 

prcb lGn. 

\'le are sure that at their forthcooing meetings in Eoscow t he ~igh n egotiating .;?art i es 

sh ould be able to drew u:pon the non-aligned c orJID.on fund of ideas and suggestions w·hict:. 

tl:.is working IJaper tries to make directly available t o t heu. I avail myse lf of t 2is 

cp::;>ortunity to thank the Secretariat of our Conmittee for its valuable bel.;_") in t l:e 

preparation of this working :pape r as vrell as for its c ontinuing and unfailing efforts wl:.ici-

hn.ve c ontributed to the smooth running of the \'ror~ of this Conference. 

Hr . CI-i:RISTLV (Bulgaria.) (translation fro~ French ): On the occasion of the return 

to earth of the cos1:1onauts Valery Bykovsk y and Vc~lentina Tereshkova I should like to of fe l' 

tl:.e wcroest congratulations of t h e Bul gar ian delegation t o t he delegation of the S oviet 

Uni on for this latest and brilliant success of S oviet science and tech nology. 
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This exploit of the two S_oviet cosmonauts has given us a final and magnificent 

demonstration of the creative power of human genius and of the limtless possibilities 
of peaceful huQan endeavour. That is why the feeling of admiration with which we followed 

this new Soviet venture in space is oingled with a feeling of gratitude to the Soviet 

scientists, tec.hnicians and workers a.nd to the young cosraonauts, Valentina and Valery, 

for having given us this proof, which increases our confidence and which should confirra 

once more that @an, in constantly pushing back the frontiers of the impossible, will 

always be able to solve the most difficult problems, even those of general and complete 
disarcament. 

We therefore hail the cosmic exploit of Valery Bykovsky and Valentina Tereshkova as 

a great new step in the conquest of extra-atoospheric space, as a harbinger of further 

peaceful victories over the forces of nature and as another great service, rendered by 

the Soviet Union in the cause of peace. 

In addition, on behalf of the Bulgo.rian delegation I should also like to congratulate 

our two co-chairmen on the agreer.1ent (ENDC/97) which they have signed for the 

establishment of a direct link between Moscow and IVashington. vre all know' of course ' 
that this agreement does not dispose of all the difficulties and does not elimnate all 

of the dangers, but it is none the less an agreement and we like to believe that it will 
soon be followe~ by others on the great problems of general and complete disarmament. 

Having said that, and since we are on the point of suspending our proceedings, I shall 

take the liberty of bringing up a few questions which it seems natural to raise before the 

recess in a debate that has lasted for oore than four r:10nths. These questions all relate 
to the probleii1 of general and c or::rpl e t e disarr::mment and t o its status at a tiii1e whe n we are 

about to adjourn. Juthough the members of the Co~ttee will leave, each to his part of 
the world, the problem of disarmament will remain. It will r emain not as much within 

these walls and in the piles of verbatim records which have accumulated, as in the foro 
of a r.10st tangible reality, and will continue to we i gh heavily on a world prey to 

justified anxiety. Nor is it out of place t o recf,l.ll that this weight has becooe heavier 
as the efforts made so far to solve thi s problem have resulted in failure. 

What are, in the view of rey delegation, the varioo.s aspects of the discussion and the 

reasons for this failure? 

The probleo which at the present tioe is at the centre of the concern of mankind and 

which poses itself drawo.ticall~ to all of us is undoubtedly the problem of nuclear 

disarQB.Dent. This problem -- or to be more precise, the problem of eliminating the danger 
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-· 
c:f:' a nuclear war --has been .described by the delegations of the socialist countries and. 

tl:.cC S fl of the non-aligned countries here as the No. 1 problem, the key probleo of 

d i snr~:1ali1e nt. The possibility of achieving general and complete di sarr;m.ment in our day 

and age is ind.issol~bly linked to the ir.:iperative necessity of e.liruinating the dange r of 

Q. naclenr war at t he very beginning of the disarrJame rit process .. 

·I t would also be rio e xaggeration to say that in view of its i ra:porta1:1ce, the. nucle ar 

J.~ :r cb lew hlis becor.le riot only the key to disarr..1aoent but ·also the key t o the entire 

:i li.t ern~J.tional situation; it is ·inse:parable frm:1 the acute probler.:.t of the aroaraents race 

r"r:.d 1t casts its shadow in the tension characterising international relations. In view 

cf t he i oportance of this probleo, we f ee l it indispensable to deteroine exactly wh ere 

T,::-_2 d iscussi on of the s~bject now stands. This l eads us first of all to ask ourse lve s 

what are the p ositions of the two great nuclear Powers on which the solution ultimately 

rests. 

The p osition of the Sovie t Union was f ormulated in the most pertinent teres early in 

the discussion. It was exp laine d at length and in detail .during t he debates. It was 

conf irr.1ed once w.ore t h e day b e fore yesterdo.y by the Soviet representative o.nd I shall 

c cnfine nyse lf ·to citing what Hr. Tsarapkin said on 19 June: 
11 ••• we will secure the result that the problem of elioinating the danger 
of a nuclear war will b e solve d at t he yery beginning of tbe disarmament 
proce ss, and t h is is a very i mportant point, a very ser ious measure, which 
is necessary in the earlie st sto.ge of disarr;:;a r.1e nt". ( ENDC/FV.l46, p.29) 
Throughout the discussi on the delegations of the Soviet Union_ and the other socialist 

countrie s ho.ve concentrated on measures of nuclear disarmanent, with t he object of 

e l i;::linating the danger of a nuclear war. In this c onnexion, we t:ru.st e mphasize the 

exce:pt i anal i rJportance of the Scv ie t pr oposal for maintaini ng a strictly lirai t e d nm:1b er 

of c ertain types of o issi l e s, exclusi vely on the t erritor ie s of t he. S ovie:t Uni on a ncl the 

United States, until the end of the sec ond stage of disarmaoent, a pr oposal knowp a s t h e 

! 1Grocyko prop osal". (A/PV.ll27, provisional p .38-40- ENDC/2/P.EV.l, .A.rt. 5) 

Th e discussi on of this questi on under i t en S(b) · of the a gr eed agenda (ENDC/ l/.Acld .3) 

showed t hat with t h is c oqpr ooi se p r oposal the Sov iet Union has gone a long way t owards 

D.e eting the pr oposals of the Western ?ewers a nd that this proposal of fers a realistic and 

1)e rfectly f e asib le s oluti on: t o the cruc i al pr oblem of . e lin inating the nucle ar danger a t t h e 

v ery outse t of the disaroane nt proce ss. 

iillat , by c ontrast, i s the positi on of the Unit ed State s and i t s a llies? The 

de l egations of . t he ~';"e stern countrie s often sta t e t hat they, . t oo , real ize t he seriou sne.s s 

of t he nucle ar threat. One need not. doubt the sincerity cf statewents about what i s 
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perfectly cbvious, but that is not the question. The question is whether the proposals 

contained in the United States draft (ENDC/3C) and supported by the "tlestern delegations 

are capable of eliDinating the danger or not. But it has been anply demonstrated that 

the United States proposals for halting the production of fissionable materials for 

military purposes and transferring a certain quantity of Uraniuo 235 the only proposals 

subBitted as nuclear disari:J.arJent o.easures for the first stage are in no way in keeping 

with the need to eliminate this danger. This ir; so apparent that no Western delegation 
has ever claimed that the measures proposed by the United States elinincte or, at least, 
reduce the danger of nuclear war. 

lillother QUCh debated problem is that of the cessati on of nuclear tests. The position: 

on this matter are well-known. Relying on scientific evidence, the Soviet Uni on and the 

other socialist delegations went to great pains to strip the problem of its ~stery and 

to reduce it to realistic scientific and practical terms. The fact is that nowadays 

national means are amply sufficient for detecting and identjfying seismic events and there 

is no need for on-site inspection. But the w·e stern Powers have stuck to their former 

view, according to which agreement on the prohibition of nuclear tests is dependent upon 

admission by the other side of inspection teams to its territory. 

Yet other problens were discussed in the context of collateral measures for relieving 

international tension. Proposals nade by the Soviet Union -- notably the declaration on 

the renunciation of the use of foreign territories for the stationing of strategic ~eans 

of de livery of nuclear weapons (ENDC/75), the conclusi on of a non-aggression pact be tw·een 

the NATC countries and the Warsaw Treaty countries (ENDC/77), and the creation of 
denuclearized zones (ENDC/91) -- w·ere considered at l e ngth without result. The Deasure s 
proposed by the delegations of the socialist countries were rejected and in the case of 
the non-aggression pact the delegations of the western countries even refused to discuss 

it. 
ile should like to conclude these observations by adding some comoents on the Bethods 

of negotiation adopted in this Committee by the two sides. In this respect our 
proceedings were characterized by two salient features: the spirit of co~:~promi se, 

initiative and flexibility shown by the Soviet delegation and the other socialist 

delegations. This was the spirit behind the Groqyko proposal and the proposals for 
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reducing international tension. Cn the \le stern side, by contrast, no change was made in 

t he famliar proposals formulated in the United States draft of 18 .A,pril 1962 (ENDC/3C) 

end no new proposal for eli sarmar.;ent oeasure s was made. 

It oight be said that the \k stern Powers view negotiation as a deQand that the other 

party accept their conditions and adjust its disarmament proposals to those of the \fest. 

}G were given an illustration of this LJethod the day before yesterday by the Canadian 

r epresentative. Having proposed certain anendoents to article 22 of the Soviet draft 

ti~ea,ty (ENDC/2/Rev.l), Mr. Burns stated: 

"Until the Soviet Union acknowledges those facts and alters its plan 
accordingly, progress in this field with our negotiations will be 
difficult, if not iopossible." (ENDC/J?V.l46, P• 8) 

One oight point out that the United States has :;_)reposed certain w.easures for averting 

the danger of a war through accident or niscalcule.tion (ENDC/7C). Concerning this 

argument, and independently of any other consideration, we would like to say that these 

ueasures are not in line with disarGJ.at.lent, but with arrJa.Dent and the control of arLJaments. 

They tend to lead us into absurdity, as if we were supposed to concern ourselves not with 

the elimination of the nuclear danger and with general and complete disarmament, but with 

accuwulating the dangers and then ~ing efforts to control dangers we ourselves have 

created. 

Lt this point we should ask, more insistently than ever: What obstacle has irupeded 

progress in our discussion? This question has often been asked and one might say that 

it has been in the background of our Co~ttee 1 s proceedings froo the beginning. 

The answer is not difficult: what is hampering discussion and a solution of the 

disarmaoent problem is the basic approach of the Western Powers to these probleus, v;hat 

l:as often been described as the "Western philosophy" of disarQB.oent. l'ur discussion and 

certain events of recent uonths have been very instructive in this respect. The tactics 

and nttitudes of the Western delegations in this Como.ittee and the policy of the 7estern 

:Powers outside it have shown that, far frox:. reconsidering this philosophy, they tend 

virtually to put it into practice. 
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According to the basic tenets of this philosophy, the best and sole guarantee for 

peace and security is the balance of terror, the existence of the nuclear deterrent 
force. The Bulgarian delegation, like r:m.ny other delegations, has consistently argued 

that this was a completely false conception likely to vitiate fron the very outset any 

disarmament negotiation and that it was prepared to accept compror.uises so as to facilitate 

a rapprochement in the positions. However, any comprouise between general and complete 
disarmaoont and general and complete armament under the control of a deterrent force, 

nuclear weapons and missiles, as suggested in certain statements of the Western 

representatives, ought to be considered as excluded. Our true object is not to regulate 

and limit armaments or to organize a controlled state of war, but to establish in our 
time and as soon as possible a world order from which war will have been banished. 

What were the reasons given by the ikstern delegations throughout the discussion of 
all the problems under consideration here for opposing a realistic solution of the problems 

of general disarmament? Both as regards the proposals for eliminating nuclear weapons 
or their delivery vehicles or military base s on foreign territories, and as regards the 

conclusion of a non-ag~Tession pact between the NATO countries and the V~rsaw treaty 
countries, the reasons are always the same and the motivation -- sometimes disguised anc 

sooetimes clearly revealed is always the same: the wish to retain the nuclear force 
. ' 

and the military structure of the i7estern countries as they exist at present. 

This would be all very well if we were doing n othing more than talk about 
disaroament at a conference! But we cannot forget that outside this Conference the 

armaments race continues at an increasingly threatening temp o; and that it is precisely 

during the last few months while our discussi on has be en going on that the leaders of the 
NATG countries have taken decisions concerning the creation of multilateral forces, the 
introduction of nuclear sub~mrine s into the Mediterranean and others l eading t o the 

proliferation of nuclear weapons and the growth of the danger of a nuclear conflict. 

In these circumstances, it is not difficult to understand why our efforts have 
remained sterile. There are things which cannot be reconciled, whose si~ltaneous 

existence is not conceivable, just as it is inconc·eivable t o mix fire and water. It is 
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n ot possible to ic:plenent a plan of general and cor.1plete disaroa;l!ent if one wishes, as 

t h e ~fE, stern delegations indicate they do, to retain nuclear weapons and their delivery 

v eh icles. One cannot speak of disarna~ent and wish to preserve military structures 

inte ct ; one cannot claiw that one wishes to build a world fr e e from the danger of wa r 

e nd a t the sane tine conceive of this world as irrevocably divided into opposing blocs, 

just as one cannot se ek a detente and at the same ti~e oppose t h e conclusion of a 

n on-aggression pact between NLTO and the \larsaw Treaty countries. 

The reasons and arguwents advanced in su:pport of such attitudes have no connexi on 

w·ith :::. constructive search for agreew.ent on the probleos of disarmament. 

out of the policy of positions of strength and the colcl war. 

They arise 

The delegations of the socialist c ountries have devoted l:lUCh of their efforts t o 

pr oving that the oethods of the p olicy of pcsi tions of strength are obsolete in the 

nuclear age, that the r oad of the c old war is a dead end, and that it is iopossible to 

carry on a fruitful discussion of general and co~_::>let e disarruaoent on the basis of 

positi ons and ideas which are no longer in keeping with the realities of the oodern world. 

In the speech which has been quoted here many tines, the ?resident of the Unite~ 

States addressed the J~erican people in these teros: 

"••• every thoughtful citizen who despairs of wo.r and wishes to bring 
peace, should begin by looking inward -- by examining his own attitude 
towards the course of the c old war and towards freedo~ and peace •••"• 
(ENDC/95, p .2) 

\\Te hope that this appeal will be heeded and that certain delegations seated o.t t h is 

tab le -- and particularly that of the United States --will review their o.ttitudes with 

regard t o the problems of peace and the ccld war, that is, with regard to the genuine 

p ossibilities of reaching an agreeoent on disaroa~ent, so as to resp ond to the 

asp irations of a hunanity which fervently desires t o be fr eed fr o@ the constant thre at of 

nuclear annihilation. 

Mr. SIMC:VIC (Czechoslovalda) (translation from Russian): The forthcoming 

r ecess in the work of our Committee is also for the Czechoslovo.k delegati on an occasi on 

f er waking a brief review of the results of the negotiations during the past nonths. 
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The Coe&rittee hais held nearly 150 oeetings. .A great ntmber of statements have been 

cade 1 numerous working papers have been suboitted and hundreds and thousands of pages of 

verbatio records coillpleted. We have spent raa.ny hours and days st:udying the most varied 

sources and arguments in our search for ]Josdbilities of reaching agreed solutions. 

Unfort.una.tely1 however, the results of our work, with the exception of the agreement 

signed yesterday between the Soviet Union and the United States of .AJnerica on the 

establishment of a direct corumunico.tions link (ENDC/97), which we welcome of course 1 are 

still very unsatisfactory. This is a matter for regret, in particular because the 

direction which future international development will take depends to a large extent on 

wheth.er our work bears tangible fruit. Will it go in the direction of creating 

ever""increasing stockpiles of deadly nuclear weapons, cf further intensifying 

international tension · or in the direction cf creating an atmosphere of confidence in 

relP.tions between States and of favourable conditions for the :peaceful life of the 

peoples, in the direction of peaceful co-existence, as we call it, which is gaining more 

and more adherents in the ·,rest? 

As I said in my first statement in this Committee on 17 May last, (ENDC/?V.l33 1 p.6) 

we are, in accordance with the character of our people, convinced optimists. i'1e 

sincerely believe that the time will come when the sense of reality vrill prevail also in 

regard to the solution of outstanding international problems and when the forces of 

peace will finally triumph over the forces of war. 
·tlh.y is it that our work so far has p roduced only such insignificant results? It 

seems to us that it is because not all the delegations· are equally ·art.xious to achieve 

progress · in the negotiations. We are compe lled t o note that the We stern delegations 

speak as though they were not aware of the urgency of a solution to the question of 

disarmament anG., in the first place, of the need to eliminate the threat of a. nuc:l e a.r war 1 

as world public opinion is demanding with growing insistence. Instead of contributing 

to the solution of the problehls before us, instead of putting f orward constructive 

proposals as the socialist delegations have been doing, they have been piling up more 

and more obstacles in our path and, contrary to the task of the Committee, they have 
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Although in this room we hear 

them utter many beautiful words and assurances that they are in favour of disarmament, 

unfortunately their words are sharply at variance with the practical policy of their 

governments. 
How can one call a contribution to our negotiations on disarmament that which was 

the subject of discussion at Nassau and in (;ttawa? .Are the disarmament negotiations being 

helped by the continued nuclear tests of the United States and France and the active 
support which the Western Powers are giving the \fust German militarists in their yearning 

to join the 11 nuclear club" and to be given access to nuclear weapons? 
These steps by the Western Powers reflect in practice their feverish clinging to 

nuclear weapons. This is expressed also in their approach to the main question forming 

the subject of our negotiations -- tha question of general and complete disarca~nt. 

In spite of all their numerous utterances, so far we have not heard a word from the Western 
Powers about when exactly, in their opinion, the world is to be rid of the threat of a 
thermonuclear war. Under the United States proposal, this would not happen in stage 1 or 
even after the completion of the disaroament programme. Furthermore, the Western Powers 
have not yet given us a direct reply as to whether or not the international armed fcrce 
would be equipped with nuclear weap ons. 

How can such a position be in keeping with the conclusion reached by United States 
President Kennedy, n~ely, that the stockpiling of nuclear weapons does not provide a 
reliable guarantee of assuring the security of States? (ENDC/95, p.l) Nuclear weapons 
should not be a means for intimidating pe oples. In fact they are a dangerous source of 
tension and of conflicts in the world and are fraught with the serious threat of a 
military conflagration which would bring the peoples untold suffering. The only l ogical 
conclusion to be drawn from this is that, in view of the special nature of nuclear missile 
weapons, the security of individual countries and of the whole world can be ensured only 

by the implementation of radical ueasures aimed at eliminating the threat of a nuclear 
war. We are convinced and in s:;:>ite of all their efforts the '}estern delegations have 
not succeeded in making us change our opinion -- that precisely the Soviet Union's 
proposals open up a re~iable way in that direction. 
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The fact that the Western Powers are unwilling to renounce nuclear weapons has also 
determined t~eir intransigent position in regard to the cessation of nuclear weapon tests 
and other collateral measures. Here again, for all the efforts made by the socialist 
delegations, it has been impossible to achieve any progress in the negotiations, 
notwithstanding the existence of all the necessary objective conditions •. 

The delegations which have already spoken here in connexion with the f ·orthcoming 
recess have expressed a number of views concerning what the Committee should give its 
attention to after the resumption of its work. All the delegations without exception 
Should continue to consider the solution of the. disarmament problem as a whole as their 
pri~y taSk. At the same ti~ they should also direct their efforts towards the 
immediate solution of individual collateral questions. We have already had the 
opportunity in this Co~ttee to ecphasize that the question of the cessation of nuclear 
tests is now ripe for a decision in view of the fact that the problem of detection and 
identification can be reliably solved through the use of national means, supplemented by 
automatic seismic stations. we also see great possibilities for the negotiations in 
regard to achieving agreement in the field of collateral measures. We are convinced, for 
example, that the signing of a non-aggression pact between the NATO countries and the 
Warsaw Treaty countries would go a long way towards improving the general situation in 
international relations and creating favourable conditions for the solution of other 
important queStions. · 

In order that our future negotiations me.y be successful, it is essential that the 
western ?owers should display n sufficient measure of goodwill and desire to agree. Very 
often, for instance, they speak of the so-called balance of forces. As everyone knows, 
we do not Share the Western Powers 1 philosophy on this question for reasons which I have 
already mentioned several times. But since the Western ?owers speak so often about 
balance# · could they not direct at least a part of their efforts towards achieving a 
balance of goodwill in the negotiations? 

If we weigh up the present position, we see that so far only the socialist delegations 
have displayed goodwill and a caximum striving to meet the views of the other side, and 
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that the pointer of the balance in this direction shows undoubtedly in .. their favour. 

Hc.w many such proposals have been submitted by the Soviet Union alone in the past taonthsl 

The represen~ative of the Soviet Union spoke very convincingly about that at our last 

meeting (ENDC/PV .146,. p.27L .Anyone who has been following our wor.k objectively must 

recognize that the delegations of the ~estern Powers have not oade a cove in one single 

instance to taeet the position of the socialist countries. But that has not prevented 

them froc demanding still further concessions froo the socialist delegations. 

If, after the Cotltlittee resumes its work, the Western Powers intend to adhere to a 

sioilar line, we can hardly expect to achieve any positive. results. 

The Czechoslovak delegation, like.the delegations of other countries, is waiting 

with interest to see whether the realistic word.s spoken by ?resident Kennedy in his 

state1:1ent of lC June 1963 will be reflected in the :practical policy of the United States. 

If that should really happen, the future negotiations on disaroaoent would take place 

in mueh better and more encouraging conditions than all the previous negotiations. We 

shall soon be able to have · proof of this in connexion with the Me scow negotiations on 

the cessation of nuclear weapon tests. 

The forthcociing recess will give us an opportunity to weigh up again all the 

proposals and arguments which have been submitted in the course of the negotiations of 

our Co~ittee which have taken place so far, and to consult with our Gcvernoents on our 

positions on the questions under discussion. We. hope that the 1festern delegations 

will avail -themselves of the recess in order thorou~tly to reconsider their present 

p ositions .in,'a .constructive spirit. 

I should also like to associate oyself with the words of high appreciation and 

gratitude ·expressed by other delegations with regard to the assistance we have received 

from the Deputy Special Representative of the Secretary-General of the United Nation~, 

Mr. Epstein. I should also like t o thank all the Secretariat staff for the valuable 

services they have rendered us in ·the .course of our work. 
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statement, I should like ·to a"\·ail myself of this opportunity to associate this 

delegation with others in congratulating the Soviet Union on its latest achievement 

in space, an achievement ~~ which the Soviet peoples cave every right to be proud. 

'i'oday, as w~ are abnu-t to go into · recess, I should. l:Uw to express a few of 

this de1Ggation 1 s views on certain aspects of o'J.r work here. Firstly, we should 

like to welcQme t.he Pnnot'nccment of the conclusion of en agreement on the 

e~:r~ablishment of a direct coiDI!lunications link between -~he Heads of Governments of 

the United S·bates a!l.d of the Soviet Union (E11DC /97}, not only because it is the first 

practical measure that hr.s been achieved at this Conference, but also because of the 

significo.nce of the func·bion it could play in -the ensurance of peace by those two 
. ·. 

g:!'eat Pow·ers. :re hope that that modest achievement will act as an incentive to spur 

t -he"n to greater ef~orts in the attainment o.e agreement on more s•1bstantial measures. 

It is wmecessary for Lie to sa.y that the world in general, including all of us 

ga.t·hered here 1 values highly the existence of this Connnittee, being fully aware of 

the importance of the funcJ&ion i ·t could ful ::'il in r.aankind 1 s search for peace. But 

this Committee does not der:i.ve its value from its mere existence; its value can only 

be measured in terms of the work ~e have done and the achievements we have 

accomplished here. Our search for disarmament is inieed a race against armaments, 

in which time is certainly not on our side. With every passing day, the mounting 

cTescendo of the arms race which goes on in search for security, but which, by its 

very r.ature, is founded on elements of insecurity: poses new problems for this 

Conni t·bee and confronts it w-Hh fresh obstacles. l'fe feel therefore that the 

advancement of concepts and the movement in positions by either side, although 

es~ential to the progress of ou= negotiations, will prove their true value oriiy when 

they in turn can lead to practical ~easures. 

At the outset of this session we had every reason to feel that a test ban 

agreement was in sight, because the position of the two sides had never before come 

closer in the history of negotiations on a test ban. But time proved that our 

e1~poctations had as yet to be fulfilled when we were confronted with an impasse 

and a period of long vigil vrhile direct exchanges were going on betvreen the nuclear 

Powers. 

Our hopes were again rekindled when we heard that high-level talks would take 

place in mid-July to break the impasse. We look forward to these forthcoming 
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negotiations a~:~ a . sincere attempt on the part of both sides to find a · solution. Vle 

were , indeed g:rati,fi~d by the spirit in which President Kennedy announced that news, 
when he said: 

"••• both the .United States and its allies, and the Soviet Union and its 
.. 

allies, have a mutually deep interest in a just and genuine peace and in 
halting the arms race. Agreements to this end are in the interests of the 
Soviet Union as well as our own ••• 11 (ENDC/95 1 p.4) 
~e were happy also to hear the words of the representative of the Soviet Union, 

commenting on President Kennedy's speech, when he said: 
"His appeal to break the vicious and dangerous circle in which the 

people have fqund themselves as a result of the cold war cannot fail to meet 
with the approval and support on the part of all men of goodwill. 
President Kennedy's speech inspires the hope that the efforts being made 
both within and outside our Committee to improve the international situation, 
to create en atmosphere of confidence among the countries, and to embark 

.upon the practical implementation of disermrument measures, will not be in 

vain." (ENDC/PV.l44, p.35) 
That is what the representative of the Soviet Union said. ~'fe therefore hopefully 
enticip~te that these talks that are going to take place will yield some positive 
resul~; perhaps what is needed is the political courage of their conviction on the 
part of both sides to bridge the remaining gap that exists between them. 

It has often been said, both within and outside this Committee, that the 
rewards of a test ban agree.ment are. immeasurable, because a test ban - among other 
things -- would preve~t the further pollution of the air we breathe, would inhibit 
the spread of nuclear weapons to non-nuclear Powers, would freeze the existing 
knowledge in nuclear arms technology and would halt the present trend of the nuclear 
arms race. There is, therefore, every reason .to feel that whatever risk may exist 
would be relatively infinitesimal when compar d to the risks that will involve 
humani~y at large if there is no timely agreement on a test ban. It would seem to 
us the~ without e test ban agreement we could not expect much in our efforts on 
disarmament. A test ban may well be needed es a test case of mutual good will and 
trust between the great rowers in their goal of general and complete disarmament. 

Tfe do not harbour any doubts that the nuclear Powers will persevere and do 
. .. 

there utmost in their search for a compromise during the forthcoming talks. We 
would suggest that it might perhaps be useful for them to review the proposals and 
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suggestions offered, jointly or singly, since February by the delegatiqns of the non-
aligned Powel's, the l.atest being the joint memorandum of tho delegations of Ethiopia, 

Nigeria and the United Arab Republic (ENDC/94) which we consider to be a sincere 
attempt on the par~ . 9f our African colleagues to contribute towards a solution. It 
is thought that the cons,ideration of those non-aligned ?ower proposals and suggestions 
by the nuclear Powers in the context that would be relevant to those negotiations 
ought to be helpful in their search for a compromise and should by no means conflie.t . 
with or intrude upon those talks. 

The time and tide of circumstances and events permit of no further delay in a 
test ban agreement, because the issue that confronts entire mankind is not a question 
of wa.:: or peace 1 but may ,.,ell mean a matter of extinction or survival; today a 
test ban is timely~ tomorrow it may be late. 

The Canadian delegation wishes first of all to 
expre~s, -as other delegations have done, great satisfaction that final agreement has 
now been achieved on the establishment of the direct communications link between 

~ashipgt?n and Moscow (ENDC/97). Th~ need for reliable and rap~d means of 
co~~~cation between those capitals has _been acutely felt in the past, and we 
warmly welcome the decision to set up . the fe.cili ties required. The nations of the 
wor~d can breathe a little more easily as a result. It is the first measure discussed 
by the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee which has resulted in definitive 
agreement an?-,. as such -- as other speakers have said this. morning - it provides 
tangible proof that .. ':"hen we can identify specific measures . of mutual interest which 
will d~pre~.se the dangers of the arms race agre~d solutions can be rapidly negotiated. 
I would emphasize the:?hrase "of mutual interest". i'le should be encouraged by this 
experience in our futu~e work, and the Canadian delegation hopes that in the field of 
eollateral measures, . particularly those designed to reduce the danger of accidental 
war, the agreement will serve as a precedent and as a stimulus to further and more 
far-reaching action. 

We listened with attention to. the speeches which were made this morning. ';Te 

sho~d like to say that we feel that :the statements of the representatives of Sweden 

and the United Arab Republ~c ~d, just now, of our Burmese colleague, hav,e continued 
the ur.eful work which -~:h-~ir delegations have done -throughout this Re.ssion particularly 
in searching for a solution to the development of a treaty on a nuclear weapon test 
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as do others -- that the results of the talks in Moscow 

will be favourable. If they are, the non-aligned delegations will reserve a measure 

of the credit. 
~e listened to the speech made by the representative of the Soviet Union and we 

found the first and last paragraphs quite interesting, and I might even say 
encouraging; but I am afraid that as far as the major and middle part of his speech 

is concerned we could hardly say the same thing. As I listened to it, I thought of 
the frequent ideas which one sees expressed in journalism and in fiction of machines 
taking on a life of their own and acting in a way sometimes not to the benefit of 
mnkind. I wondered whether, in this case, the multigraph machine of the Soviet 
Union had not taken on a life of its own and had simply repeated past speeches of 
the Soviet Union and written out today 1 s speech of its own volition. I say that 
because there was hardly anything said in the middle part of that speech which had 
not been said before; no argument advanced which had not been replied to by one or 
other of the Western delegations; and no unjustified assertion repeated on this 

occasion which had not been refuted by us at one time or another. 

Our Czechoslovak colleague, in his speech, made an observation (supra.pp.25•26) 
to which I think one should take exception: that was that there have been no points 
of compromise or no moves from the \lestern position to try to reach agreement on any 
subject ~hroughout. I would recall to this Committee that the Canadian delegation, 
in one of the early meetings of this session, gave a lis~ (ENDC/79) of the moves 
which had been made by one side or the other on this disarmament question; not only 
since the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee started meeting, but since the Ten-
N~tion Committee started meeting, showing that there had been moves from both sides 
to reach the position of greater agreement which we have now achieved. 

I should like to mention in that connexion the latest move, which was made by 
the representative of the United States on 19 June when he announced (ENDC/PV" .146; 
p.23) a change in article I of the Working Draft of Part I of the Treaty on General 

and Complete Disarmament in a Peaceful World (ENDC/40/Rev.l) to meet the views of 
the Soviet delegation and the socialist delegations, in which it was agreed that 
the brackets should be removed in sub-paragraph (b) ' of paragraph 2 of that article, 

' . . 
and the wording changed so that there would be an obligation for the 

"?rohibition and elimination of all nuclear, chemical, biological and 
other weapons of mass destruction; cessation of the production and prohibition 
of the manufacture of such weapons;" 
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That is a move towEI.l'ds the meeting of the views of the other side a.nd. one Wbi:ch has 
not been acknowledged in a.ey way by the other side since it was made~ 

Before going on to discuss what might be done on the question of the programne 
for discussion of collateral measures in our future meetings when we resume, I have 
something to say about the procedure toot we e.re to adopt. I note that Ml-. Tsa.repkin 
ha.s said (supra.. p.ll) that the solution of procedural questions will not in itself 
solve questions of substance. Of course that is so1 but I believe that our work --
which is difficult enough as it is -- should not suffer because of additional 
difficulties of a procedural nature. 

At our last meeting I said (ENDC/:?V.l461 pp.8-9) that tho conodion delegation 
thought that the members of this Committee, and particularly the major ?owers, should 
take time during the forthcoming recess to review outstanding problems. Practically 
every other spee.lter has made the se.me point. Wherever appropriate they could adopt 
fresh positions in order that during our next session we ca.n progress both in general 
disarmament end in collateral measures. Since February the Conference has spen' 
considerable time discussing those collateral measures, but I believe it is generally 
recognized that present conference a.rrangement·s for those discussions are not a.t all 
satisfactory. 

Perhaps I might briefly review the situation. Document ENDC/C.l/2 listing 
proposals for agenda. items in two columns, one for the Soviet Union e.nd one for the 
United States -- was submitted by the two co-Chairmen to this Conference approximately 
fifteen months a.go. During the greater part of the period since then the co-Chairmen 
have been uneble to agree on a method for the orderly exomine.tion of the items on 
their respective lists. As e. result, the collateral measures Committee has not met 
since last July. Last April we agreed -- purely as a. temporary arrangement as I 
understood it -- that as a way out of the procedural impasse collateral measures 
should be considered in plenary session e.nd that ee.c~ delegation should be free to 
talk about whatever collateral proposals it chose. At the time it seemed the only 
solution possible but, as a result, the debate on that aspect of our work has been 
disorganized and confused. Since we are welcoming this morning agreement on a direct 
communications link1 I shall not be ·so pessimistic as to say we have failed to make 
~ progress whatsoever. However, as far as the discussion in this Conference goes, it 
is oDlytoo clear that we have failed to develop a common approach to the various items 
which have been examined. In fact, at the meetings devoted to collateral measures 
representatives rarely discussed the same subject. 

I 
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The Soviet Union and its allies have placed great e~h8sis on their draft 
declaration concerning the withdrawal from foreign territories of strategical means 
of delivery of nuclee.r w·eapons (EN:00/75). In my view, the debate be.s shmm that 
that subject .more appropriately belongs in the context of the neJ~ item on the agenda 
(ENDC/l.Ldd.3) for our discussion of general and complete disarn8ment1 that is, 
item 5(e) relating to the question of mili·tary b~:~,ses. 

At our Friday meetings the question of denuclearized zones in various parts of 
the world be.s been raised, and the non-aligned members of the Con~ittee hnve expressed 
particular interest in the establishing of such zonas in Lfrica (ENDC/93/Rev.l) and 
Latin America (ENDC/87). However, the examination of the subject has never passed 
beyond a preliminary stage, and that has been due in part to the lack of an agre~d 
agenda. 

The '\Testern representatives heve sought to focus attention on measures designed 
to reduce the risks of war by accident (ZNDC/70). However, there again, while 
outside the conference room agreement on one measure has been reached, our Friday 
debates heve not yet brought about a cot:10on position bet~reen the tvro sides on action 
in this field. J:..gain this failure to oolte j?rogress may be attributed in part to the 
lack of organization in our work. The socialist representatives have wished to give 
priority to discussion of their proposal (ENDC/77) for a non-aggression pact between 
the NL.TO and the "?larsaw Pect countries, while ~Testern members, as we all know·, 
consider that this Committee is not the appropriate forum for that subject. 

Consideration of other proposals which delegations have from time to time 
advanced has been impossible because of the lack of an agreed agenda. For exernple 1 

Canada and others including some of the non-aligned countries -- have on several 
occasions urged the.t attE:ntion be given to the prohibition of w·eo.pons of mass 
destruction in outer space. We remain convinced that early action in that field 
would be an important step in checking the development of new and more deadly types 
of weapons. 

At this point I should like 1 on behalf of the Canadian delegation, to add my 

congratulati0ns to those expressed by other speakers to the Soviet Union and to its 
successful astronauts who have just completed safely and soundly their unprecedented 
travels around the earth. 7e are very happy that they heve ~anded safely, and we 
repeat the congratulations we offered on a previous occasion to the scientists who 
have made this feat possible. However, we think that this new feat will draw 
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attention a.ga.in to the need for preserving outer space for peaceful uses a.nd for· 
finding an agreement a.s early as possible to keep weapons of mass destruction out of 
it - a.n agreement which we think cotil.d be made without difficulty between the two 
possessors of the means of putting people into orbit around the earth. 

I have touched on these various collateral measures and proposals to show how. 
disjointed and tentative our discussion of them has been. To ~ mind we must amend 
our unsa.tisfa.cto~ procedure if we are to make progress in this field. Resolution 
1767 (XVII) of the General l1ssembly called on us to persist in our efforts to reach 
agreement on collateral measures, and we are ell conscious of the tremendous value 
such agreement could possess in clearing the way for general disarmament. Therefore 
the Canadian delegation hopes that during the recess a.t least the procedural question 
which has hampered our discussion of collateral measures can be resolved. We should 
hope thet when this Conference reconvenes a.t the end of July the oo..;,Cbo.irmen 
would be in a. position to submit new joint recommendations for a.n agenda. for the 
collateral measures Committee. I believe that possibly other representatives, 
including those from non-aligned countries, could usefully submit, either orally or 
in writing, their views on subjects they would like to see included on this agenda.. 
If that were done it would be one of the most urgent tasks of this Conference at its 
resumed session to adopt an agenda for the Committee of the Whole. We should hope 
that that would permit the resumed session to work effectively on the subject of 
collateral measures and to report significant progress to the eighteenth session of 
the United Nations General Assembly. 

In drawing up a. new agenda for the collateral measures Committee it would be 
useful, I think1 to remember tr..e point made by the representative of the United Arab 
Republic a.t a. recent meeting (ENDC/PV.l421 p.ll et seq.) concerning the interrelation-
ship between various proposals which have been made. Vhen these items are approached · 
in complete isolation from one another progress may be slow and questions of priority 
become difficult to solve. If, en t he other hand, the possibility of developing 
agreements which would cover several measures is kept in mind it may prove an easier 
task to draw up an agenda acceptable to all. 

The Canadian delegation would like to associate itself with those delegations 
which have previously thanked the representative of the Secretary-General, Mr. Epstein, 
and the Secretariat, the interpreters, the translators and ell the United Nations 
staff members who have worked so hard arid so effectively in rendering the mechanics 
of our discussions here easy arid convenient. 
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I should like to close, Mr. Chaircan1 by wishing you ana my other colleagues 
in the Conference a pleasant recess. 7e hope that rest and recreation will 
stimulate new view-points and new ideas, resulting in more flexibility which will 
permit this Conference at its next session to make substantial progress to,mrds the 
accomplishment of the. tasks which we have been assigned. I look forward tu working 
with you all again in five weeks' time. 

Mr. PLDIL~ NERVO (Mexico) (translation from Spanish): On behalf of the 
Mexican delegation, I 'rlsh to express our satisfaction at the agreement arrived at 
between the Governments of the United States and the Soviet Union for the establish-
ment of a direct communications linl~ between them (ENDC/9'"1). It is our vrish and 
hope that this agreement on one specific matter may be followed by other agreements 
on other specifc matters, which will contribute to lessening international tension, 
halting the arms race and facilitating the conclusion of a treaty prohibiting 
nuclear weapons tests -- which will inturn pave the wcy towards our main objective, 
general and complete disarmament. 

One general condition essential to the progress of any negotiation is the 
creation of a favourable atmosphere free from constant mutual recriminations. The 
attempt to place all responsibility for the present dangerous international situation 
on the opponent is an entirely negative factor which makes international understanding 
difficult and aggravates the cold war. 

Statesmen of great responsibility have repeatedly asserted that it is necessary 
to translate good wishes and tho best intentions into deeds. We all hope that what 
is preached will be practised. 7e believe that the concrete deed which best 
translates the noblest ideas is of a bilateral or collective nature a reciprocal 
attitude, an agreement. The most important concrete Qeed the great ?owers could 
offer us would be an agreement on the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests as a result 
of the negotiations which will soon take place in Moscow. This requires, as 
President Kennedy said 1 a change in attitude. This change in attitude must be 
reciprocal and mutual, just as the interests of all the Pow·ers in maintaining peace 

. are mutual. 
?resident Kenne~ said in the speech he made in ?ashington on 10 June: 

"In short, both the United States and its allies, end the Soviet Union 
and its allies, have a mutually deep interest in a just and genuine peace 
and in halting the arms race. ~greemen~s to this end are in the interests of 
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the Soviet Uhion as well as our own -- and even the most hostile nations 
can be relied upon to accept and keep those treaty obligations, and only those 

··· treaty obligations, which are in their own interest." (EN00/95, p.4) 

And he added: 
"tct us re-examine our attitude towards the cold war, remembering we are Jl.Ot 

engaged iri a debate, seeking 'to pile up debating points. 7e are not here 
distributing blame or pointing the finger of judgment." (ibid.) 

The division of the world into two parts -- on the one hana the traditional 
democracies, and on the other hand the people's democracies -- is at the root of 
many of our difficulties. The effects of this division are present everywhere in 
the world; we find them constantly obsiructing our progress in each of our States · 

End in the United Na.tions. They have made the task of the Goveroments difficult, 
have made international agreement impossible on many occasions and, what is worse, 
they have greatly harmed the common man both physically and spiritually by imposing 
sacrifices upon him and filling him ~th despair and fear. 

Yet1 we ought to try to return to the spirit in which the United Nations was 
estaQlished. The Charter was drawn up not to perpetuate the discords of a divided 
community but rather to guide a community united in the noblest aims of progress. 
If the capitalist world and the communist world could convince each other of jttst 
one thing -- that neither is planning the destruction of the other -- the app4,hensions . 

···--~ ..... --- · . .... f.."' 
which divide them would be removed and as a result there would be created the only ·--~- t 

factor truly indispensable for uniting them in the service o.f the higher interests 
of mankind, which are far above any political economic and social doctrine. 

There must be some formula capable of producing this result; means have always 
been found for attaining an objective when there was a will. In the statement from 
which I have just quoted, President Kennedy also said: 

"0~ problems are man-made. Therefore they can be solved by man. And 
man can be as big as he wants. 11 (ibid • ,p,2) 
If this _will does not exist and if either or both of the two worlds should place 

the objectives of national policy higher than the purposes of the United Nations and 
consider that these objectives cannot be attained without the annihilation or 
destruction of the other world, then we would have to recognize that the very concept 
of a universal community has failed. The disastrous conflict which would ensue 

would be the utter negation of our purposes. 
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In the present dangerous international situation, the peo:ples of the world are 
watching the attitude of the great Powers with fear and doubt. The course we are 
following in accordance with the public 1 s wishes, or in spite of them, is not that 
leading to peace, and there is already a universal feeling that we must chanee our 
course and our methods. 

Ve all recognize the existence of certain legitimate principles, but we believe 
that it is possible to solve the most complex problems without prejudice to those 
principles and without the need to continue to mal~e charges which world public 
opinion regards as useless, monotonous and sterile, Nothing is to be gained for 
mankind by the persistent tendency always to place all the blame on the adversary. 

We know that no people is unworthy or intrinsically evil. Still, the purpose 
of the policy of recrimination, whic~ keeps mistrust alive, is to make us believe 
that there are such peoples, and by constantly exposing them to arbitrary accusations 
it fosters in them a feeling of animosity and intransigence. What people, what 
nation or what Government can honestly claim to have a monopoly of justice and truth? 
7hat unprejudiced mind can believe that error and evil are to be found only in 
one 1 s opponents? The world is not divided into good end bad peoples. They all make 
a plurality of nations, obeying diverse spiritual impulsest conditioned by different 
historical a.evelopments and influenced by different philosophical schools of 
thought. If1 instead of persisting in one-sided judgments of others, we try to 
understand each other and recognize in the natione.l voice of each people the 
universal physiognomy of man and the common essence which is pert of the heritage 
of all mankind, only in this spirit shall we be able to create an atmosphere 
conducive to negotiation, to agreement and to the peaceful settlement of international 

disputes. 
President Kenned~ said in the same speech: 

"No government or social system is so evil that its people must be 

considered as lacking in virtue. 11 (ibid,, P• 3) 
He then referred to the Soviet Union and to the United States and said: 

"ile are both caught up in a vicious and dangerous cycle with suspicion 
on one side breeding suspicion on the other and new weapons begetting 

counter-weapons. 11 (ibid., P• 4) 
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I realise that no one would be inclined to sacrifice principles whioh he 

considers sacred and inviolable, but between this inad~aeible extreme and the 

other which is equally difficult to accept -- of a stratification of attitudes; 

there is a wide margin for the fruitful application of the true spirit of 

negotiation and for the mutual concessions which this spirit implies. There is n~~~ 

nor should there be, any plan or proposal which is inrlispense.ble or sacrosanct. 

As I said on another occasion, ~a ~~e certain that as regards each problem it is 

possible to attenuate, withou-t prejudice to the principles of justice and honour, 

the rigidity of originally opptlsed attitudes. With reg"3.rd to many problems the 

opposing views are neither absolutely true nor absolutely false on either side. 

~ith sincere effort we can reach eo~~on ground where t·nderstanding is possible. 
The periodic reassertion of irreconcilable attitudes and recriminations will never 

shorten the distance. 

If in the past the argument hcd prQvailed that "tha reality is such and such 

it must remain", then ma.nkind would ha.ve remained stai;ic in ignorance and error. 

In the course of history the ideas of liber-1-.-y7 justic& a.nd peace gradually 

triumphed over vested interests and over ana.chr~stic attempts to maintain uncha!~g•'d 

certain practices ~nd concepts that were incapable ~f aujusting themselves and of 

survidng. On 10 June,. President Kennedy said: 

"And history teaches us the.~ elllllities between ne..tio~ • • • do not last for 

ever". (ibid, p.2) 
We congratulate thta Soviet {lrlion on the happy completiob.. o£ t.he miasi.on of 't.~P 

two cosmonauts. The exploration of outer space by cosmonauts 0( both the united 
Stat~s and the Soviet Union mea.Il..R 'the peaceful conquest of the f~es of nature f, ,l· 
the benefit of me.Ekind, as was sai~. a few moments age by the repre~ntative of 

Bulgaria. (supra. p.l9) 
I believe it would be timely to make today the same recoJmnende..ti~ as I mad"' 

to this Coumittee just before our first recess on 14 J ·une 1962. In ord£>. to save 

time I shall quote only a fe-:: paragraphs from the verbatim record of the n..eting 

of 14 June, that is, the day b£:fore the beginning of our recess: 
"Another point that the nuclear Powers might consider during the rec "SC 

is the proposal made by the Canadian Secretary of State for External Affair. 
~:..t the beginning of our discussions, . and supported by the Minister for ForPiJ:~ 

Affairs of Mexico, to 'the effec-t t.ha.-t -the gre~tt P·owEn:s shonl<l undertake no·\; ·lfo 
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place in orbit, or to station in spece, devices with nuclear 'veapons. To 
place in orbit a satellite equipped with a nuclear warhead or any other means 
of mass destruction is tantamount to a permanent threat to use force. It 
amounts to hanging a tremendous sword of Damocles over all peoples. That 
would be a violation of the Charter and of the general principles of 
international law, and would offend the moral conscience of all mankind. 
A ban on placing in orbit or stationing in outer space weapons capable of 
causing mass destruction, or special devices serving as vehicles for such 
weapons, should be agreed on by the nuclear Powers even before the first 
stage begins, outside the framework of general and complete disarmament. 

"In the opinion of the delegation of Mexico, a ban on placing such 
weapons or devices in orbit or stationing them in outer s~ace should be 
negotiated separately, and not be dependent on the elimination of nuclear 
weapon delivery vehicles. This problem should also be se?arated from the 
problem of other methods of launching, or other delivery vehicles, such as 
pilotless aircraft, military aircraft, warships, submarines and artillery 
systems which can be used for this purpose, 

"The question of placing weapons of mass destruction in orbit1 or of 
stationing special devices in space which can serve as vehicles for these 
weapons, is in my opinion a question sui generis, of a different nature from 
those I have already mentioned in connexion with other vehicles, and which 
therefore also requires treatment sui generis." (El:J'OO/PV .56, P£?•51, 52) 
On 19 March 1962 the United States had submitted to this Conference its 

Declaration on Disarmament: A ?rogramme for General and Complete Disarmament in a 
Peaceful World (ENDC/6) which provides in Part E concerning the peaceful use of 
outer space that 

"(a) The placing into orbit or stationing in outer space of "eapons capable 
of producing mass destruction shall be prohibited," (ibid. p.5) 

This same idea, reinforced with the aim of establishing co-operation in outer space 
activities, was reaffirmed by the United States delegation in Part D of document 
ENDC/301 where it is stated: 

"The Parties to the Treaty would agree not to :?lace in orbit weapons capable 
of producing mass destruction" (ENro/30, ;p.lO) 
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fie find a correlating notion in the draft treaty on general and complete 

disarmament submitted by the Soviet Union (ENDC/2/Rev.l). In Chapter III, article 14 
concerning restrictions on the movement of means of delivering nuclear weapons, it 

is stated that 
II the placing into orbit or stationing in outer space of any special ... 
devices caj_)able of delivering vreapons of mass destruction ••• shall be 
prohibited." (ENJX:!/2/Rev.l, Corr.l) 
~Te believe that this is not a mere fortuitous coincidence. The great Powers 

realize the grave problem that such a measure as the placing into orbit of nuclear 
weapons would represent for the security of States. 

At our meeting on 19 June the representative of Canada stated: 
"As for measures which would reserve outer space for peaceful purposes 

only, item 5 (h), the measures proposed in the t,vo draft plans before the 

Conference are very similar in scope. · The Canadian delegation has referred to 
this question on several · occasions in the past and continues to believe that 

early action which would prohibit the placing of weapons of mass destruction 
in orbit should be agreed upon quickly and that such a prohibition could be 

put into effect even before agreement on a programme· of general and complete 
disarmament. This is an area which we are convinced should be studied carefully 
during the recess with a ~iew to exploring the possibility of tangible progress 
when we reconvene." (ENDC/?V.l4 6. p.lO) 
In order that during the recess, as I suggested a year ago, the nuclear Powers; 

if they see fit, should consider the possibilities of agreement in other fi elds, such 
as those related to collateral measures, I wish to submit for their consideration 
and forthe consideration of all the members ·of this Conference an outline of a 
dra.ft treaty which prohibits the placing in orbit of nuclear weapons. It is a 
draft treaty which I r equest the Secretariat of this Committee to be kind enough to 
circ,ulate among all the members of the Conference, includirig, naturally, the 

repi•esentatives of the nuclear ?owers.* 
So as not to take more of the Committee 1 s time z I shall not read out the 

preamble or the articles of this draft. However, I believe that the spirit underlying 
it can be easily grasped by a reading of article I: 

* Circulated as document 98. 
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111. Out:er l'/:pece and. the celestial bod.ies shall l3e utiliz¢(! exclusively for 

p_ee:G;ef:ul, ::?ti:I?oses.. Acco:r;dingly~ e:very military measure;. among others, · such as 

:the :plac.:i,:l'lg in or_bi t 1';:tcl 'the stationing .in "S:pace o:f nuclear vreapotis or welipons 

of mass d~struction or of vehicles capable of C.elivering such weeporis, is ·. 

prohibited, Tests of the sci-d. weapons of .destruction, or of cny .other warlike 

device for . milit~r.y pur]._)oses, ·are likewise prohib{ted, cs is also the stationing 

or placing in orbit of bases for leuncl1in~~- we~:?on.s : of. aily type whet soever. 
112. Hothinrt in · this · tre~ty she,ll prevent. the employoent -· of military personnel 

·or equipment, :providedthat they are used exclusively for scientific research 

or for some other peaceful :;.mrpos<i :" 

The working document which vrill be circulated to the members of this Conference 

contains the complete t ext of the draft treaty I am submitting on bel1<1lf of the 

Mexican delegation. Its 12 aeticles express, · in our view·, ideas end objectives 

which answer the universal desire to ke3p outer space free of nuclear weapons. 

The' 11exican delegation wishes· to assoc.iate itself with what has be.en said by 

other representatives and to ex:;_Jr e ss its gretiiude to :Mr. Epstein, the representative 

of the Secretary..;.Gene'ral in this Committee, anca. to ilis staff, e s well c.s to the 

interpreters 1 the verbe.tim reporters ·e.nc'.. all ·the other persons who hc.ve so efficiently 

gssisted us in qur work. 

Mr. rtiBU (Nigerie}: llfy delegation 'woul-d like to be associated with the -

many expressions of. congratuln.tions to the Soviet ,lJnion on its rec~nt eXJ:>loi ts in 

outer space. Of p·I:Uticulcr interest to the W'orlO. is the fact ' that one of ·the. 

cosmonaut..s wase ·J:e,dy. ·She is not ·only courage'OUS but she deserves the title of 

Queen of the Cosmonauts. It is the hope of iny del egation that thisastbunding feat 

in the field of science wi.ll be matched by equal progress; iii ·the poli t'±cal field • . ·· 

These: technolog ica l ancl scie.ntii'ic feats in the exploration of outer S'pace u.hderline· 

the necessityf.or- progress in our work and, if I may say so, theyintroduce a • , . ' F·~· · • 

.. ·.: .. 

note of urgency for such p rog ress. Therefore, I ·.trust that :the Corritnitte'e will :not· 

be found lacking in its>continued and imflirichincs search for agreement or agreements 

in co:imexion with , the · v&.rious· t .asks entrust eel to .us ·by ·the Uni tee'. Nations ·and the 

world. 

My delegation also would li!l:e to eA'j?ress its satisfaction at the signing 

yesterday by Mr. Stelle and Mr. Tsarapkin of a memorandum of understanding (ENDC/97)':>: 

between the United States and the Soviet Union on the estabhshme'nt of a direct 
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commwrlcations link. "Ji thout doubt, this agreement is fl. landmark in the history of 

our negotiations here since it is our first agreement. However, we do agree with 

the co-Chairmen who concede that this is a modest agreement and should· not induce 
complacency in our work but should serve as a -spur towards further efforts. 

It is the sincere belief of my delegation th8t there is an issue on which 
agreement is long overdue. I refer, of course, to the cessation o:f nuclear weapon 

tests; universal concern about it has been made manifest, and political and 

psychological consider~tions have made it a necessity both for the lessening of. 

international tension and for the progress of our work. 7lhat is more 1 c_onsJd(lra.tions 
of a technical, military and economic nature, we have been told, have made it not 

only a necessity but almost a sine qua non that agreement of a test ban must be 
reache.d. now. It is therefore our hope that the impending high level talks, between 

the nuclear Powers. in Moscow will bear the much awaited fruits. 
The nuclear Powers now have a superabundance of ideas and suggestions aimed 

at helping them towards agreement. They have the va-rious ideas and suggestion.s . >··· 
made by the various delegations - especially the eight non-aligned delegatio~~ 
either submitted formally in the Committee or informally. They have also the recent 

attempt by the three African delegations -- Ethiopia, Nigeria and the United Arab 

Republic ~~ towards breaking the present impasse in our negotiations. It is the 
hope iOf my delegation that the three Power memorandum (El{DC/94 ) will receive the 

close and detailed study from the nuclear Powers which it deserves. We trust that 
it will help them when they embark on their high-level talks in Moscow. 

May I express. the hope that the talks in Moscow in July will noi; be predestined 
like so many of their predecessors. The world has waited long enough for an agreement 

on .this much-discussed subject and we would submit, with great respect, that the 
nuclear Powers have no l onger any justification for ,withholding such an agreement 
from the world indefin!tely. 7e expect aci;ion as a result of the Moscow t alks, not . 

words ~- a willingness to agree and a :preparedne~s for mutual accommodation and 
compromise. We hope the nuclee.r Powers will not disappoint the hopes of humanity. 

hS this is our l a st meeting before we begin our r ecess I should like to e~ress 

the gratitude of mydelegation to . the Deputy Special Representative of the Secret~ry

General, . the interprete rs,, th~ verbatim reporters and, indeed, the entire staff of 
the Secre:~ariat, wl;10 have con.t.ributed in no small measure to the smooth working of 
our Committee. 
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My delegation would like e.!zo to .· exp:t:'ess the hope that our colleagues will · have 

a wP-11 deserved re::;·b. We tr-us·j, llow0ver 1 that in betwf}en sun ba-l:,hing, 2:':.~2t~, 

representatives will give very careful study to the various subjects before us so 

-~ha~ we shall be able to record morG agreements like tha-~j signed yesterday. 

Wu-, :rtiEHTA (India): \le 5.n the delegation of India zhould elso like to 

join with t-~1e other speali:er'> both in congr~:tulating the Soviet Ur:.io:1 on the success-

ful completion of the lates·li fea-t of its ~0wo co<.monauts, as also in ::;xpressing our 

deep gratification ali the completion of the agreement on the set·liing up of a C:.irect 

communications link batween Moscow ancl 'i'T'l.shington which was signed here ye;;t,erdi:w 

(ENDC/97). It is a matter of particular sr.tisfaction that this agreement should 

have been concluded before we went : .nto anuther period of recess, This agreement, 

apart from being the first modest step forward in the tasks before us, has another 

important significance inasmuch as H highlights the fact often stressed here before 

that, with goo(l will and good faith on both f'iC.es 1 there could be no incurmountable 

difficulties in reaching agre ement speedily on rrutually advan·~ageous and~ if I may 

say so, unive~selly beneficial measures in thP. interes t and cause of world peace. 

In fact this agreement serves c...s a direct pointP.r to the responsibility for 

realization on both s~.des that e.ll approaches to the various issues before this 

Committee, complicated as they undoubt edly are, hinge prima:rily on the basic spirit 

of good will and confidence in the g ood faith of the other side, We fervently hope 

that the same spirit f',S displayed in r eaching the present agreement will prevail in 

the important high--levei talks which a:re shortly to take place in Moscow. 

There is, as has already been poi'1t8d out by ot'her speakers, no lack of helpful 
. . 

and constructive suggestions made in cu= Commi t·~ee since the beginning of the present 

session, especially from the delegations of the non-aligned countries . The latest 

in this series is the very thot!ghtful Memorandum (ENDC /94) 'submitted. jointly by the 

delegations of Ethiopia, Nigeric n.ncl the United Are.b RE:public 1 and it is to be hoped 

that all these suggestions wlll be given favourable and due consideration in the 

forthcoming talks. 

:Te here in the Co~ittee, and the world at lar ge , therefore look forward 'with 

great ' e~pe~tation to the success ' of these talks. ";7ith this encouragement we shoul~d 

be able to continue our labours in the same spirit and move forw~rd speedily towaTds 

the attainment of our objectives when we resume here again at the encl of .nex-£ month. 
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Befe>re ?oncluding1 :!'.:X. Chairman, I should like to associate our delegation in 

paying, tributes to Mr. Eps·bGin1 ·bhe Depu·ty Special Representative of the Sec~eto.ry

Genera.l 1 . and all members of:' the Secre·~ariat of the Conference for their hard work 

and ne-ver. failing co-ope:..~ation 1 and. 1 at ihe same ·bime, wish all our colleagues in 

.Jiihe Committee and the Secre·ba:.:iat a pl ec.sant c.nd useful vn:;.·king recess. 

. . 

!!!::_HOSJ.u.'ffllili (Brazil) ( tr~.::la:jii~ from _French): The Brazilian delegation 

has always m·ged in this Committee lihe adoption of concrete measures 7 .even if only of 

a limited scope, for it considers that this is the best way of creating a basis of 

agreement and of demonstrating to each of the opposing groups the sincerity and good 

faith of the other side and so of contribu·bing to the lessening of international 

tension. 

The Brazilian delegation has never concealed its disappointment with the . slo~ess 

of the Committee's work and has even venture d to criticize it on many occasions. 

It is 1 therefore., all ·bhe more happy to say with vrhat great satisfaction it took note 

of the sta~ement made by the representatives of the United Sta·te s and the Soviet 

Union concerning the agreement (ENDC/97) they had reached on the establishment of 

a direct line of communication between the Governments of two of the ~reatest 

nuclear ?owers. 

We are certain that such an agreement, tending to lessen the risk of war by 

accident or miscalcula·bi on, will mark Jvhe beginning of a series of o·bher practical 

measure s which, extendi ng litt~_e by l:i:ttle , wil l make it pos~ible -- we hope -- in 

a not too dis ta.nJii fu"":.ure to r each a more gene ral and at the s ame time more specific 

agreemen·li on the problems directly corillected with disarmament. 

It . i s wHh this e-onviction; this h ope and the c erta:i.nty tha t the agreement 

annoll:llced yesterday augurs a favourabl e climate for the {.alks due to open soon in ·· · 
. . 

Mos cow· that I should like t o add t:!:le Brazilian del eg~tion 1 s cougre.tulations to 

those of the rep;esen,..;o.tives who sp oke before me o.nd, I b~lieve 1 to those of . the 

whole of world public opinion. 
-· . . . . . •' . ······ .. ..... - ·.· -~ 

Mr. W.COVESCl! , (Roma nia): ~he del ega-tion of the Romania n People 1 s Republic · · 

want s to expre s s its ~~rmest congTatulations to th& Soviet de l egation on the full 

succ~ss of the ~wo Soviet cosmor~u<:; e :i.n cop ing vri -'ih i1.e t ack entrusted to them by the 

Soviet Government. Val enti na Te r e sblm va and Va l ery Eyh;ovsky hav e unfolded new secr<::ts 

hidden until n ow by nct Uie, ~nc1 he.ve offe r ed. t he:n to man. 
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The legend c.bout ?rometheus has changed its meaning. For having s·holen fire 

from heaven end for having brought it down to earth :Prometheus was bound to a rock 

and left to suffer tremendous tortures. ~he bero Soviet cosnon_auts have met with 

the love, respect and admiration of all the world. Their success ought to be a 
source of ins?iratio>J. for our Committee, which must unclersta.nC. that while struggling 

in order to master more and more of nature's secrets man needs peace, not war-- that 
he needs his entire creative :power to '.Je C!.edicated not to C'.estruction and death but 

to building up a flourishing life and creating material and spiritual values for the 
benefit of all tnose who, with their hands ancl with their mincl.s, help to create them. 

l'..s this. stage of our negotiations draws to 2, close , the tvro co-Chairmen have 
signed a memorandum of understanding (ENDC/97) between the Governments of the 
Soviet Union and of the United Sta.tes relatinc to an agreement on a direct 
comnnm.ications link between Moscow and ·,rashington. That is an achievement to be 

noted, but. how smal,lit is when compared with the efforts of this Committee on the 

big issue of general and complete disarmament. 

Before leaving this Conference room, the delegation of the Romanian People's 
Republic would like to thank the Secretary-General of the United Nations who, by 

virtue of the presence of his representative ~&r. Epstein, has sho'vn the importance 
he attaches to the negotiations in this Committee. i'le should also like to thank the 
interpreters, the verbatim reporters and e.ll the other members of the Secretarin.t 
who, during these p_a.st four months, nave worked so intensively. Tle wish all of them 
pleasant. vacations •. . . 

The delegation of the Romanian ?eople's Republic woulc like to express its best 

wishes to the two co~hairmen, to the Chairman presiding and to all the delegations 
which have been assembled for so long here, where negotiations have been taking place 

without success on the essential issues of our time and of the future. 

The CH.b.ill.Ml..N (?oland): I should like to speak as representative of Poland • . 
~Te are about to conclude our deliberations and thus to terminate another stage in 

our debate. In the light of the balance· sheet, my delegation would like to express 
its views on what has been done during the recent weeks of the work of this Committee. 

i le feel bound to voice our deep regret e.t the lack of progress made on what is 
the essential issue before us. The other day, I referred to questions concerning 

general and complete disarmament; today I wish to refer to what have been labelle~ 
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"collaieral measures". !'le have had no reason to complain about a lack of proposals 

in thai ' sphere, anc"_ yet to our great regret we have not moved forward, although the 

need · foi· some decision on these various subjects before us has been and is ever more 

obvious. 
Let me take as an example the many proposals concerning nuclear-free zon~s. 

No one can deny that the idea has gained ground on all continents, and initiatives 
have been taken in relation to all of them. Could one claim legitimately that that 
is pure coincidence? I believe that no one could assert that; ·i-tTs the result of 
a logical sequence of eve·nts, of sound and constructive reaction on the part of those 

who are concerned with the very security of their countries and with the vital 
interests of their own nations. How else could one explain that the very same 
thought that is shared today was shared yesterday by statesmen assembled in Addis 
Ababa, by Governments in Rio de Janeiro, Quito, Santiago, La ?az, Helsinki, ?rague, 
Warsaw and other places? It is no mere coincidence; as I have said, it is the 
result of a logical and historical progress. Would it not have been advisable 

I would even say imperative -- to enter into serious negotiations on that subject? 
Instead, unfortunately we have been offered explanations and arguments which one 

could hardly consider to be convincing. 7lhat is more, as has been shown over and 
over again in the debate, those arguments against the creation of nuclear-free zones 

were mutually exclusive ancl even conflicted with one another. 
19hat I am concerned with is that we have been prevented from entering i~to an 

important chapter in the programme of disarmament; we have been prevented from 
entering into real and fruitfUl ~eeotiations. 'i'fe clo not abandon hope, however, and 
we trust that those proposals will be reconsidered so that .we can really discuss 
them on their merits. 

In the meantime -- and this is another point which I should like to make. at 
this last meeting of ours -- I think it is essential that nothing should be done 
during the recess that could contribute to a deterioration of the present situation, 

parti:cularl:y in Europe. The risks are great; nuclear weapons may spr.ead~ They may 

spread in a way which would make agreement on their abolition much more difficult 

than it is today. 
Turning to · an~her: subject, we of the P~lish delegation believe .;;hat -the topic 

of a non-aggre·~sion pact between the two alliances is one which deserved more 
serious consideration than has been given to it in the pC'.st. 7/e hope that when i;his, 
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Committee meets again it will ~ive it the attention it really deserves. T~at is why 

it is essential to concentrate on what are the most im:;?ortant points on. our agenda, 
with a readiness to r.banclon self-righteousness and subjective a:p:;~roa,c!:ws i otherwise, 

I fear there mey be little chance of progress in the future. My delegation refuses 

to subscribe to such a prospect and it will, as in the ~~st, do its best to 
contribute to the constructive work of this Committee in the future. 

Lto M. GtlliBEym1U (2thio?ia): I am really very sorry for having taken the 

floor at this time, but I assure members that I will be briaf. 
First of all, I should like to associate myself with all those delegations which 

have preceded me in congratulating the Soviet people and Government on the happy 

and historic landing of the two cosmonauts. 
~'{e are now to end the work of our Cor.unittee for some time, after having spent a 

considerable tims on very many useful meetings which have no doubt helped us in many 

ways in our endeavours here. The signing of the memorandum of understanding (ENDC/97) 

on a direct communications linit between Moscow ancl ~7ashington is one of the outcomes 

of our deliberations here. That outcome, in the belie f of our delegation, serves 
as a unique precedent for realism and sincerity in the future. That is why olir 
delegation warmly welcomes this bold step teken and congratulates th(! Soviet Union 
and the United States. 

7/e hope that when our Committee r econvenes on 30 July it will start anew with 
added endeavours to do away with past obstacles and problems in a spirit of mutual 
confidence which, naturally, will envisage concrete solutions ; for no obstacle and 
no problem is without solution. 

In conclusion, we should like to convey our gratitude to Mr. Epstein, the Deputy 
Special Representative of the Secretary-General, and the whole staff of the 

Secretariat for the hard work with which they have assisted our Committee . 

The CI-I.l~IRMlJ-1" (Poland): I call on the representative of the Soviet Union, 

who wishes to s:peak in exercise of the right of reply. 

Mr . TSJ~lJU?ICITI (Union of Soviet Soci alist Republics ) (translation from 
Russian): First of all, I should like to thank for their warm congr~tulations all 

the delegations which h cw e congratulated the Soviet Union on the successful 

conclusion of the s, ac e flizht of the Soviet cosmonauts, Bykovsky ~nd Ter eshkova. 
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Now- I should lil~e to deal with a different matter. So far as I gathered from 

the interpretation, today the representative of Mexico put forward a proposal 
(supra. p.40) that 1ve should single out from the general problem of disarmament the 
question of the use of outer space for military purposes, that is, the question of 
prohibiting the placing in orbit of means of delivery of nuclear weapons or of 
space devices with nuclear weapons and that this question should be dealt with 
separately, in isolation from the general problem of disarmament. 

In this connexion the Soviet delegation would like to draw the attention of 
the members of the Committ~e to the close relationship existing between the problem 
raised today by the representative of Mexico and the general problem of disarmament, 

particularly the question of the elimination of military bases on foreign territories, 

which is why these two questions should be dealt with simultaneously. The Soviet 
Union's position in this regard was exhaustively expounded in the Soviet Government's 
statement of 15 March 1958 (~.3818) and our position in this regard is still the same. 

Sir Paul Ml.SON (United Kingdom): Very late though it is 1 I vmnt to say 
three things on behalf of the United I\lngdom delegation. 

First of all I wish to join other delegations in expressing warm congratulations 
to our two co-Chairmen on the final reaching of agreement on the establishment of a 
direct communications link between their two Governments (ENDC/97). I have had 
occasion in the past to say that this is a matter which we in the United Iungdom 
regard as an important one. I have hed occasion also to say that it is a measure 
with which the United Kingdom may wish to be associated in due course. 

In the second place, I vrish to join in expressing warm congratulations to our 
Soviet colleague and his Government on the very distinguished and happily achieved 
feat of the two astronauts. 

In the third place, I wish to convey the thanks and gratitude of the United 

Kingdom delegation to the Special Representative of the Secretary-General and to 
all the Secretariat and the technical services working under him to achieve the 

technical possibilities of our vrork. They certainly deserve e, rest, even if it is 

perhaps doubtful to what extent the representatives do. 
I should like to add one last thought. The fact that it has been decided that 

this Conference is going to adjourn for several weeks obviously means that we 
have relatively little time left to achieve anything substantial and constructive 


